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Murphy’s Mitre 10 Monbulk

Set in the beautiful Dandenong Ranges to the east of
Melbourne, Victoria, Monbulk is a small town with a deep
history. Part of that history is Murphy’s Mitre 10, formerly
run by the late Paul Murphy, and now in the safe hands of
Julie Murphy. While Julie is still learning many valuable
lessons about hardware retail, she’s also bringing the
benefits of a wide experience of life and business to bear
on the task of running a modern hardware store. As part of
that, she has helped to start Women in Hardware, which is
set to bring women together in an Australia-wide network.
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Lawry Peck, Romak

Lawry Peck of Romak Hardware has spent most of his
life working in the hardware industry. At Romak, he’s
not only helped make the hardware manufacturer and
distributor into a significant force in the industry, but also
directly assisted in getting many independent hardware
stores through their early stages of development. Now he
is participating in Romak’s latest chapter, as the company
expands into new markets, and explores new opportunities.
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Did Mitre 10 breach Natbuild’s
TradeNET website?

Natbuild is in the early stages of bringing a case before the
Federal Court regarding an alleged breach of the company’s
member-only TradeNET website. So far there have been two
Court hearings, where Orders were made to secure evidence,
including Mitre 10 computers and one specific smartphone.
A third hearing is scheduled for 23 October 2017.
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Mitre 10 puts pressure on
Bunnings over Kingaroy store

Mitre 10 owner, Metcash claims Bunnings has not
adequately addressed negative impacts on local
employment for its proposed Kingaroy (QLD) store.
A spokesman said the impact of the proposal on
employment and
the economy in an
area was a relevant
matter to be taken into
account by the South
Burnett Regional
Council.

ABS hardware retail stats
With the August 2017 retail figures
available from the Australian Bureau
of Statistics (ABS), it’s evident that
hardware retail sales are coasting down
this year. How far down will they go, and
can the economy be kickstarted back
into significant growth?
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Black + Decker has
launched the GoPak
System, a four tool
combo kit powered by
the new 12V Max GoPak
battery. Available as a
four-tool combo kit,
the system includes a
drill/driver, jigsaw, detail sander, pivot-head LED work
light and GoPak battery – the latter doubles as a power
source to charge mobile devices on-the-go via a
USB port.

COMMENT

Whether someone at Mitre 10 did breach
security at Natbuild as alleged or not,
the situation around trade negotiations
in the hardware industry has reached a
crisis point. The industry needs to get
together and develop some guidelines,
or else this could be just the first set of
allegations to surface.
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comment
One thing is for sure: at no time in the history of
humankind has it ever been as easy as it is today
to get yourself in trouble just typing away at your
kitchen table or in your office.
We could, looking at matters such as the alleged breach of confidential information on the website of a hardware buying group
this year, make quite heavy weather of the ethics (or lack thereof)
involved.
The fact is, though, that other incidents similar to this alleged
one have ended up having a lot more to do with a high level of
ignorance than any desire to become a master hacker criminal.
That ignorance relates mostly to not having a clue as to where
there are grey areas subject to interpretation, and where there is
a hard, black line that you do not, under any circumstances, ever
cross.
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While it may be technically a violation of a subscription to share
your password to a newspaper site with another person, that relates only to the terms and conditions of a commercial transaction.
The provider could probably do some clever analysis of logon times
and IP addresses, and end up suspending your account — but they
are unlikely to do that, as, commercially, it makes more sense to let
you play a little fast and loose with the letter of the subscription
terms.
Downloading copyright content, such as movies, is another
common practice. There is no doubt that this is highly illegal, and
can result in both criminal and civil prosecution -- as it should. Yet
people persist in this practice, just as they persist in speeding, with
the belief that if they are “careful” they will escape detection, and
everything will be OK.
While real harm is done by piracy, it tends to be “abstract”, so
most people don’t take it into consideration. Yet for many of us, it
simply makes little if any sense. There are some great movies available from sources such as iTunes that can be rented for 48 hours
for as little as $0.99, with the added benefit of feeling that your
rentals are contributing, even if in only a small way, to parts of the
culture you want to encourage.
It is easy to see that, in an environment where practices such as
these have become to some extent “normalised”, taking the next
step, and using someone else’s login details to obtain confidential
information, seems more like a “prank” than a criminal activity.
It’s not a prank. It’s not funny. It’s not clever.
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So much of what we do in business, especially in home improvement, is based on trust, on “playing by the rules”, even
when no one is looking. Yeah, some people play plenty rough,
and areas such as negotiations between suppliers and some
buying groups are about as close to being a contact sport as
business can get.
But there have always been limits. You are expected to keep
a confidence. You are expected, if you have made a handshake
agreement, to do your darnedest to stick to that.
And no one would think it is OK to, say, steal someone’s
keys, and use them to enter a competitor’s office so as to photocopy confidential files. Which is, basically, what any kind of
breach of confidential data really amounts to.
The hardware industry now faces a crucial moment. It
could decide to treat the alleged incident as a “one-off” event.
Or it could recognise this is more of a symptom of something
that has started to go wrong in the industry, and decide to
take steps to correct that.
If the industry can choose the latter, it will emerge stronger and better from this alleged event. If it chooses the former, it will just be a matter of time before something similar,
and probably a lot worse, occurs.
(For more details about this alleged breach, please turn to
page __.)
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statistics
ABS Hardware Retail
Revenue August 2017
in this
update:
•start
Retail
sales
text
growth continued
in FY2016/17
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• However, it followed the narrow
range of confined
growth seen in
the previous two
years

Reviewing the
recently released statistics for August 2017
retail sales in Australia
makes for somewhat
gloomy reading. Even
the normally buoyant
hardware retail sales
statistics continue
to show a degree of
decline in growth, with
the growth numbers showing an odd
“bunching” behaviour.

The growth rates in
hardware retail sales
(Chart 2) keep going
down towards what
would be, once inflation is accounted for,
almost no growth at
all. There are only two
outliers, the Australian
Capital Territory (ACT),
which is showing high
rates of growth, and
the Northern Territory
(NT), which is show-

ing strong negative
growth.
In terms of Australia-wide hardware
retail sales (Chart 1),
the rate of increase has
fallen to 3.5%, which is
the lowest it has been
for trailing year August
since 2010, though in
2012 it did hit just 3.8%.
Looking at the chart
for trend and seasonally adjusted num-

• Growth could be
subdued due to
a slowing real
estate market

• However, that
slowing is likely
the result of the
end of the major
adjustment in
real estate prices
that followed
Australia’s
transition out of
manufacturing,
and into services
Chart 1. ABS hardware retail sales, trailing 12 months to August
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bers for retail overall
developed by the ABS
(Chart 3), it’s evident
that retail is not doing
very well. Some forecasts are suggesting
this year will see a net
reduction in sales over
the Christmas season.
When HNN last
reviewed the sales
revenue numbers for
hardware retail, we
suggested that one

stats
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cause of the ongoing decline in both
revenue and building
applications was a lack
of stimulus from the
Reserver Bank of Australia (RBA) in terms of
reduced interest rates.
We suggested that
rates could not be cut
further, as these cuts
had lost much of their
stimulatory impact.
It is worth considering, however, exactly
what that stimulus
has been aimed at.
Why is the Australian
economy continuing to
lumber along?
One possible explanation can be found
in Chart 4. This is the
RBA’s chart of net
capital stock. Net capital stock reflects the
market value of the
stock of fixed assets
in the economy. This
is, largely, the value
of the assets used to
produce value. As you
can see from this chart,
the value of net capital
stock in Australia has
declined steeply over
the past several years,
and is now at a level
equivalent to that of
2001.
In general terms,
net capital stock has
a considerable effect
on productivity. If
workers are not being
provided with new and
more efficient physical
equipment, or the latest software, they will
likely not be as productive as they could
be. Chart 5 shows that
while labour costs have
held relatively steady,
productivity has

Chart 3

Chart 4

Chart 5

Chart 6

Chart 2, shows revenue growth percentages for the trailing 12 months to August.
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entered a steep decline
over the last couple of
years.
Chart 6 shows that
while total hours
worked has continued
to rise, average hours
worked has declined.
And, finally, Chart
7 shows that while
the unemployment
rate has continued
to decline, the underemployment rate has
increased.
Putting all these statistics together, what
we get is a portrait of
an economy that is underinvesting in terms
of capital in production, resulting in lower
rates of productivity,
which are being compensated for by slow
wage growth, helped
along by an increase in
part-time employment.
Economist Andrew
Smithers, writing
in the 24 June 2015
edition of the Financial
Times, pointed out a
similar set of circumstances, which have
come to affect much of
western Europe in the
21st Century. He writes:
As productivity,
even viewed through

rose-tinted spectacles,
has failed to improve,
it appears that rising
investment per person
is needed to prevent
productivity from falling. Unless this trend
changes, productivity,
in the absence of a
rise in investment, will
remain poor.
As the current level
of investment per employee is well below the
level that it would have
been had the postwar
trend continued, the
gap between it and
the level of investment
needed to maintain
productivity has widened and, at current
levels of investment,
will continue to widen.
Simply extrapolating
from the past trend for
investment per person,
the current level of investment is insufficient
to prevent productivity
from deteriorating further. (goo.gl/qEQPxL)
He continues:
I do not include
economic forecasts
among my follies, but
it seems sadly likely
that the trend growth
of G5 countries will
remain slow and can

be attributed either to
a combination of low
investment and low
capital efficiency or to
one of low growth in
numbers employed and
a slow improvement in
labour productivity.
Given this, the core
question facing the
Australian economy
is: what can be done
to stimulate business
investment in ways
that improve productivity? Past attempts to
stimulate the Australian economy through
individual, tax-based
“bonuses” have not
worked, because they
have had almost no
impact on the actual
structure of the economy. Stimulus needs
to be directed at the
supply-side of business
and industry, rather
than the demand side
of consumers.
The difficulty with
this is that the Australian Government
has a history of only
supplying this kind
of stimulus when it
could also exert some
form of control over
its application and
outcomes. The past

Chart 7

Chart 8
tariff regimes are one
example of this.
Yet what is needed
today, in particular,
is investment in
technology, where
the government has
a very poor record,
both in terms of its
own systems (e.g., the
2016 Census overload)
and implementing it
externally (e.g., the
National Broadband
Network). Technology
needs an unhierarchical, risk-seeking,
innovative and agile
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approach. Governments by their very
nature are hierarchical,
risk-averse, conservative and slow.
It is difficult how a
stimulus outcome will
be reached, but it does
seem unlikely that a
heavy anti-stimulus,
such as an increase
in interest rates, will
be likely while the
economy remains in its
current state.

big box update
Objections to Bunnings
store in Kingaroy
in this
update:
•start
A former
text Masters
store in Heatherbrae (NSW) is
tunring into a
Bunnings store
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• The Bunnings
Bonnyrigg store
has moved next
door

• Local business
owners are petitioning against
a proposed
Bunnings store
in Kingaroy (QLD)

Mitre 10 owner, Metcash claims Bunnings
has not adequately
addressed negative impacts on local employment for its proposed
Kingaroy (QLD) store.
A spokesman said the
impact of the proposal
on employment and
the economy in an
area was a relevant
matter to be taken into
account by the South
Burnett Regional
Council. He told the
South Burnett Times:
We believe council
should require Bunnings to undertake a
proper retail impact
assessment, with a focus on job impacts, or
alternatively the size of
the proposal should be
significantly reduced.
!Industry experience
at Mitre 10 is that a
Bunnings store of the
size proposed in a town
the size of Kingaroy
will lead to a reduction
in competition, not add
to it.
Bunnings submitted a
development application to the South Burnett Regional Council
in June. The total retail
space of the proposed
store, to be situated on
the corner of Walter
Road and the D’Aguilar
Highway, would be
about 7597sqm.
Bunnings said the

The Sunshine Mitre 10 in Kingaroy (QLD) is situated close to the planned Bunnings store
Kingaroy store would
provide a “number of
key benefits” to the
community. General
manager – property,
Andrew Marks said
the store would bring
millions of dollars of
investment and new
jobs.
If approved, the new
warehouse will represent an investment of
over $15 million and
would create over 60
new jobs and an additional 130 jobs during
construction…

Locals organising
to reject Bunnings
Besides Mitre 10’s
concerns, several
South Burnett businesses have joined
forces to lodge objections to the planned
Bunnings Kingaroy
store.
Business owners told

southburnett.com.au
the planned store is too
large and reject claims
by Bunnings that it
will create 60 jobs.
Instead, they believe
the store will create
fewer than 25 jobs and
say this will be offset
by the loss of a much
larger number of jobs
in Kingaroy and other
South Burnett towns.
A letter to Council
also questions Bunnings’ job creation
claims. The letter has
been written by a hardware chain employee
who formerly worked
for Bunnings in operational roles from 2010
to 2014. It states:
When a Bunnings
store first opens, more
staff are employed
than required for the
long-term operation
of the store. In the
first four weeks of a
Bunnings store open-
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ing, the store will be
over-staffed. The staff
numbers will then be
thinned out to operate
the store within a tight
wage budget.
Generally speaking,
staff numbers will be
reduced by between 3040% during this time.
The staff jobs that are
removed are mainly
the staff serving on
the floor, working on
the registers, or filling
stock.
Although Bunnings
have claimed this new
store in Kingaroy will
be providing 60 jobs,
I know in reality the
long term number for
a 7600sqm Bunnings
store is closer to 35-40
people, which is really
between 20-25 full-time
equivalents (FTEs).
Anything more than
25 FTEs would make
continues next page

big box
update
Bunnings Bonnyrigg
moves to site next door
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continued from previous page
store would be felt more widely
than just general hardware sales.
Retailers selling anything from
floor covering to paint and garden
tools would also be affected, and
so would non-competing retailers
when they were hit by the loss of
local jobs.
Earl’s Paints manager Mark
Petrakis said he backed the petition and it was likely he could
lose at least one staff member if a
Bunnings of the proposed size was
built. He told the South Burnett
Times:
By all means Bunnings should
come to Kingaroy, we’re not saying
no, but does it need to be a store the
size of the Toowoomba?
South Burnett Mayor Keith Campbell said the council did not take
commercial competition into account when assessing development
applications.
The potential impact of the Bunnings store on retail competitors is
not a relevant planning matter to
consider by Council and existing
case law confirms that Council may
not consider trade objections in its
decision making.
There will be positive wider economic benefits of the proposal in
that it will attract more people to
Kingaroy that are currently travelling to Dalby and Toowoomba to
visit a Bunnings store.
The Murgon Business and Development Association and the
Nanango Tourism and Development Association circulated a form
Letter Of Objection and copies of
a petition opposing the Bunnings
Size matters
project to their members. Some
members of the Kingaroy Chamber
A number of South Burnett
Of Commerce and Industry also
store owners are also circulating
circulated the documents.
a petition calling for South BurObjections to the development
nett Regional Council to reject the application closed on September 13.
large-format store claiming the
https://goo.gl/uE6LHY
proposed size would push smaller
https://goo.gl/kfx2if
retailers out of business and lead to https://goo.gl/8mxtKD
underemployment.
Other business people have pointed out the impact of a Bunnings

the store unviable in my experience,
having been part of the operational
budget setting for Bunnings stores.
The management team for all new
Bunnings’ stores will be current
employees brought in from other
stores. This includes the complex
manager, the operations manager
and three department managers.
A 7600sqm Bunnings store also requires a significant level of sales to
be viable. In my experience, a store
of this size needs to have an annual
turnover of at least $15 million, and
total hardware turnover across
the South Burnett is less than $15
An artist’s impression of the new Bunnings Bonnyrigg
million now.
store in NSW
I am concerned about the effect
this very large hardware store will
The Bunnings store in Bonnyrigg (NSW) will
have on other local businesses in
make way for a new $40 million facility, next
Kingaroy and the surrounding ardoor. The new store will replace the existing
eas. When $15 million of trade is takone.
en from local businesses, they will
The brand new Bunnings Warehouse will have reduce their staff numbers dramatian approximate total size of 15,000sqm as well
cally. Some of those local businesses
as the main warehouse that will stock a larger
will close altogether. The net result
range. All current staff members will transfer to will be fewer jobs in Kingaroy and
the latest store and will be joined by 40 addithe surrounding areas.
tional team members to take the total team to
The Council can confirm all the
more than 150. Bunnings Bonnyrigg complex
above statistics by requiring Bunmanager, Andrew Shalala told the Fairfield
nings to provide it. Bunnings will
Champion:
have already prepared modelling
Team members have supported a number of
for the operation of this new store,
community groups already, working together
which will include staffing and sales
to assist in local community projects including
projections.
renovating the kitchen at Bonnyrigg Police
If Bunnings is not prepared to proCitizens Youth Club and planting garden beds at vide this data publicly, the Council
the Cerebral Palsy Alliance.
should not be prepared to approve
The new Bunnings Warehouse Bonnyrigg is
this application. I am certain this
located at 1-9 Bonnyrigg Avenue, Bonnyrigg
application will reduce jobs and be
(NSW).
the nail in the coffin for many small
https://goo.gl/TEK6g8
businesses in the Kingaroy region.
Related:
https://goo.gl/voRgmU
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Heatherbrae’s former Masters store will
become a Bunnings Warehouse. The big box
retailer confirmed to The Newcastle Herald it
had reached an agreement with the land owner
to convert the site into a Bunnings Warehouse.
Bunnings general manager – property Andrew
Marks said the new store was expected to open
later this year.
Conversion and reformatting works will commence in the coming weeks and the new store
will span over 12,000 square metres…
This change over has come about as property
fund Charter Hall Group took control of six
former Masters stores worth about $180 million
recently. According to a report in the Sydney
Morning Herald, these properties are located in
Western Australia, NSW and Queensland.
The former Masters stores bought by Charter
Hall were sold with long-term leases in place
to Bunnings. Large-format retail leases typically stretch to 20 years with several options to
renew.
Bunnings has initiated development plans
that will allow it to reformat the Masters sites
to suit its retail offering.

The 3.04-hectare site has a 12,254sqm Bunnings
store, providing a net income of approximately
$1,285,085 per annum. The current 12-year net
lease will expire in 2026 with options through
to 2056. The Bunnings site also has annual fixed
rent increases of 3%.
Charter Hall’s chief investment officer Sean
McMahon told the Sydney Morning Herald:
The Burnie property is strategically located in
a land constrained, core location with no direct
competition providing an ideal long-term facility for Bunnings
The Burnie site is located at 1-5 Reeves Street,
in a major regional centre and has the state’s
busiest port. This warehouse was constructed
in 2014.
It will be the first property to underpin Charter Hall’s Direct Diversified Consumer Staples
Fund (DCSF). The company is understood to
have earmarked several more assets for the
fund, which is targeted at giving investors exposure to retailers on long-term leases.
https://goo.gl/F5Ewvp
https://goo.gl/Bk9Wfs

Bunnings Burnie store
Charter Hall purchased another Bunnings-leased property in Burnie, Tasmania for
$21 million.
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Locals farewell Rose
Bay Hardware

•start
Kemp
& Denning
text
Ltd explains
the change in
the company’s
strategy at its
annual general
meeting and sees
improvement in
its outlook
• Rose Bay Hardware in Sydney’s
eastern subsrubs
is closing down

After 35 years of serving tradies and DIYers
in Sydney’s eastern
suburbs, the Rose Bay
Hardware store is closing its doors. Owner
Paul Shillan told the
Wentworth Courier:
I haven’t had a
holiday in 25 years. We
were the first shop in
Rose Bay to open seven
days a week ... for 11
years I worked every
day.
Not surprisingly, Mr
Shillan and his wife
Gloria are looking
forward to a holiday
after working hard for
so long. He said they

had loved working at
the shop because of
the customers.
I’ve seen three generations of customers going through. It’s quite
bizarre when you look
back like that, it makes
it real that you’ve been
there that long. I look
in the mirror and still
see a bloke in shorts
that feel 21 — although
nobody else does.
Mr Shillan said there
had been many challenges along the way,
including the floods
in 1984 when his shop
was washed into the
harbour, as well as a

global financial crisis
and a couple of recessions. He said:
You just stick your
head down and work
through it. It’s just the
way of life I guess.
The Shillans decided
to close their store
when its building was
sold and the lease was
up. Mr Shillan said:
It was time to move
on. There was no point
battling any further.
People these days,
they’re not as handy as
I grew up being three
generations ago.
People are more likely
to pick up the phone
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and call somebody to
change the light bulbs,
mow the lawn or their
landscaping whereas
35 years ago everybody,
well most people, did it
themselves.
https://goo.gl/g5w49n

indie
update
Strategic change and “improved outlook”
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Shareholders at
the recent annual
general meeting of
Tasmanian hardware
retailer Kemp and
Denning Limited
(K&D) have been told
that the company’s
outlook is “greatly
improved”. Chairman
Greg Goodman said
the company expects
to break even this
financial year after
a $9.8 million loss in
2016-17. According to
The Mercury, he said:
We have now closed
this very difficult
chapter in our history
and I am delighted
to report the bleeding has effectively
stopped…Your directors believe the potential for shareholders
is greatly improved
as a result of our
efforts to quickly close
loss-making operations and sell our
trade business.
In an announcement likely to
increase speculation
about the future of its
Melville Street store
in Hobart, Mr Goodman said there had
been a revaluation of
the K&D’s property
assets by several registered local valuers.
Mr Goodman said:
While the variations
have not yet been
adopted by the Board,
it is pleasing to note
that there is additional equity in our
property holdings.
The site was valued

at nearly $18 million
in the latest annual
report and is believed
to be of interest to
commercial rivals.
Mr Goodman has
said in the report that
the company “has a
clear strategy to get
more value out of its
real estate holdings”.
With the well-established positioning
of our CBD sites (103
Melville Street) K&D
is poised to meet the
challenges ahead. To
maximise our impact
we will increasingly
look for opportunities
to maximise the benefit of these properties.

Bunnings forced
strategy change
K&D also dropped
its 2016 strategy of
focusing on supplying the building trade
and closed stores because it feared a price
war with Bunnings
and Clennett’s Mitre
10. Shareholders were
told the company
faced a potentially
devastating cash flow
squeeze from the expansion of Bunnings.
In 2016 then-chairman Ray Brown told
shareholders that the
sheer weight of increased competition
in the retail landscape
had prompted the
board to transform
the business model so
that it was predominantly trade focused.
Mr Hutton, who

replaced former
CEO Nick Fazzolari
in March, was asked
why that strategy had
been abandoned. He
responded:
The market changed
quickly and consequently we believed
the Tasmanian trade
market was not big
enough for three
players [Bunnings,
Mitre 10 and K&D].
Profitability in the
trade area is largely
dependent on scale
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and we thought
it was too risky to
engage in a price war
that we couldn’t fund.
If we lost significant
market share there
was chance that asset
values would fall.
The also meeting
heard that the early
termination of a lease
at the Cambridge
store cost the company $500,000 with
redundancy costs of
$530,000 while early
termination of a lease

at Devonport cost
$2.5 million. Tenders
for K&D’s Kingston
site, valued about
$3 million, closed
recently.
https://goo.gl/CZjxRN
https://goo.gl/b9E1Pt
https://goo.gl/
KcH9j6

John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.

supplier
big box update
update
Plumbing specialist is
confident on growth
in this
update:
•start
Reliance
text Worldwide delivers
positive results
in the shadow of
potential ranging
problems with
Home Depot
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• Bisley Workwear
could have a new
owner
• GWA Group is
moving into a
new site in 2018

• Speculation over
Gerard Lighting
being bought out
by Anchorage
• Rhino Tanks gets
a new logo
• Kyocera looking
to purchase Ryobi’s power tools
operations

Plumbing products
designer and manufacturer Reliance
Worldwide reported a
26% rise in net profit
of $65.6 million in its
first full-year financial
results, exceeding its
prospectus forecasts.
Revenue of $601.7 million for the 12 months
to June 30 was up 12.6%
on its pro forma results
the previous year,
while earnings (EBITDA) of $120.7 million
was 21.8% better than
the pro forma $99.1
million.
Net sales grew 2.4%
on the prospectus forecast while net profit
after tax rose 4.8%.
Reliance, which
raised $919 million
in Australia’s largest
initial public offering
of 2016, is forecasting robust earnings
growth of between
20 and 24% in 2017-18,
but a potentially dark
shadow is hovering
above it in the US.
The company has
its Sharkbite pushto-connect plumbing
fittings now being sold
through most of the
1700 Lowe’s hardware
stores in the US, after
making the decision to
try to have both Lowe’s
and Home Depot as
major retail distribution channels.

But Home Depot,
which still stocks
Sharkbite in most of
its 1900 US outlets,
has cut the product in
just under 100 of its
outlets in the Pacific
Northwest region. It
has dropped Sharkbite
in those stores and
replaced it with a rival
push-to-connect product called Tectite.
More than six
months ago, Home
Depot had already
ditched some other Reliance products in PEX
pipe and crimp fittings
in most of its 1900
stores. There is a risk,
therefore, that further
losses of Home Depot
contracts can occur.
But Reliance Worldwide chief executive
Heath Sharp said he
was confident that
Home Depot wouldn’t
go much further and
remove Sharkbite from
more of its stores, or
even worse, from all of
its stores. He told The
Australian Financial
Review:
They would have
preferred we didn’t go
to Lowe’s.
He said the two big
retail chains in the
US hardware market
often aspired to having
“exclusive” products.
He said:
They both watch

what the other does
very closely. When
they can, they want to
have brands that are
exclusive.
Mr Sharp said Reliance was taking the
view that Sharkbite,
as the leader in a new
category of push-toconnect plumbing
fittings which save
time and costs, would
become the prized
brand across the entire
market and therefore
a “must stock” item for
all hardware retailers.
He said:
It’s a young category
and it’s still early on its
growth curve.
It would take time to
convert more plumbers, who had grown up
using traditional methods to attach fittings.
“We believe in the
fullness of time we can
get it back,” he said,
referring to the lost
business from Home
Depot. He used the
analogy of a big tissue
brand like Kleenex in
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consumer goods, with
customers across the
board expecting to
be able to purchase it
from all retailers. Reliance produces 72% of
its total sales from the
Americas region.
Mr Sharp said the
forecast lift in earnings
in 2017-18 would come
from a combination of
expansion of the pushto-connect business
in the Americas, a fullyear contribution from
the Holdrite plumbing
products business
in North America
acquired for USD92.5
million, opportunities
in the Asia Pacific,
new plumbing fittings
products and efforts
in commercialising
the latest “Internet of
Things” applications
for water flow monitoring.
https://goo.gl/
mF87Km
https://goo.gl/M41riu
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Independent expert
Deloitte Corporate
Finance is deciding if
the proposed $35 million sale of the Bisley
workwear business
by ASX-listed Gazal
Corporation to one of
its major shareholders
is fair and reasonable.
Bisley, which competes against the
Wesfarmers-owned
workwear brands King
Gee and Hard Yakka,
generated a 4.2% rise
in annual sales to $62.1
million and produced
earnings before interest and tax of $5.7 million for the 12 months
ended June 30, 2017.
The Bisley brand has
a sponsorship arrangement with the Sydney
Roosters in the National Rugby League competition, emphasising
its high-vis workwear
in promotions with
Scott Cam, the host
of the Nine Network’s
renovation show The
Block.
The booming Sydney
housing construction and renovations

market had given the
workwear category
impetus, while increasing regulations around
health and safety
were also a driver for
purchases.
IBISWorld said
improvements in the
mining industry were
also lifting demand in
the workwear segment.
Demand has been
strong in the housing
construction market
over the past five years
even though housing
starts are now tapering
off from record levels,
while a renewed pipeline of infrastructure
spending by governments around Australia is also a driver of
demand. This is offset

by the decline in manufacturing as the automotive industry shuts
down by late 2017.
But loyalty to a
particular brand was
diminishing. “People
are often willing to give
other brands a go,” said
Maurice Mulfari, owner of At The Coalface,
a workwear and safety
boots retailer in Sydney’s North Willoughby. Fashion was behind
the big rise in popularity of “wheat” coloured
work boots, which he
said now represented
about 70% of total
work boot sales.
Nathan Cloutman, a
senior industry analyst
with IBISWorld, said
the growth of young

brands like FXD had
been symptomatic of
the shifts in the industry away from a highly
generic uniform look.
He said:
Over recent years, the
industry has begun to
shift towards incorporating design into
the functionality of
workwear.
Companies had also
been expanding their
workwear ranges for
females, in line with
higher participation
rates.

venture vehicle with
United States brand
owner PVH Corp, and
distributes the Calvin
Klein and Tommy
Hilfiger brands in
Australia.
The proposed Bisley
sale to David Gazal, one
of the veteran retailing
brothers who control
Gazal Corp, will leave
the firm with its stake
in the PVH Corp joint
venture as its major
asset.
https://goo.gl/pTq23k

Ownership change
Gazal has owned
the Bisley trademark
since 1991. It owns 50%
of an Australian joint

GWA moving into new industrial site

GWA Group’s new facility is located at 290 Kurrajong Road,
Prestons (NSW)

GWA Group is
consolidating its
manufacturing and
warehouse operations
into a new facility at
Charter Hall’s M5/M7
Industrial Estate on a
10-year lease. Located
at 290 Kurrajong Road,
Prestons (NSW) the
project is estimated to
cost $45 million.
The bathroom and

hardware supplier is
underway by Charter
redesigning its disHall.
tribution network to
It is anticipated to be
include a purpose-built operational in 2018.
distribution centre,
https://goo.gl/iKeaN3
in order to reduce
their operational costs
and environmental
footprint. This facility
is also expanding GWA
Construction on the
31,029 square metre
facility is currently
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Gerard Lighting could be
target of sale

The owner of Rhino Tanks, Kingspan Environmental, has Sources have told the Dataroom column in The Australian
invested in new signage at its Deniliquin (NSW) distribu- that private equity firm Anchorage Capital is believed to have
tion centre, signalling a new era for Australian made Rhino been looking at Gerard Lighting with a view to buying the
Tanks.
recapitalised business.
Eastern states operations manager for Kingspan EnviHowever Gerard chief executive Les Patterson said no talks
ronmental, Chris Butcher, said it has removed the “Rhino” were in progress with any parties surrounding an acquisition
from the recognisable logo, but it’s “business as usual”. He and it had no plans for a sale.
said:
Earlier this year, Gerard Lighting was in discussions with its
Kingspan’s logo features a lion, so we have updated the
lenders and has been up for sale in the past two years through
Rhino logo to support our parent brand…So visibly there
investment bank UBS. But the business was offered a lifeline
are some changes, but our water tanks are the same — they by Investec and Bain Capital in the past few months when the
are still made in Perth from BlueScope Steel and lined with lenders bought the operation from Champ Private Equity.
the most stable and safest food grade materials available.
Still, Bain and Investec are seen as unlikely long-term owners
The company plans to capture new markets and grow
of the operation and a divestment may prove another lucrative
its network of distributors and installers. As part of its
turnaround opportunity for Anchorage.
commitment to the region, Kingspan Environmental has
Phil Cave’s Anchorage Capital Partners was the group that
renewed its lease in Deniliquin for another three years. Mr amassed massive profits from the acquisition of Dick Smith
Butcher said:
Electronics from Woolworths for less than $100 million in 2012.
Kingspan produce other waste water treatment solutions In 2013, Anchorage floated the operation for $520m.
and solar and wind power products, so there is a huge
However, Dick Smith later collapsed after it was listed with
potential to grow in the future and expand into other
cashflow pressures and excessive debt costs blamed for its
markets.
failure.
https://goo.gl/5JBiw1
Anchorage is seen as an opportunistic buyout firm that
targets turnaround scenarios and is likely to be fielding plenty
of approaches to acquire out-of-favour companies in the media
and retail space.
Gerard Lighting is a supplier of lighting for the commercial,
trade and residential markets, along with major construction
and infrastructure projects. Bain and Investec have been
long-term lenders of the operation and part of the terms of its
acquisition was to invest capital into the business to reduce its
debt.
https://goo.gl/hVArzF

Kyocera takes on Ryobi’s power tool operations
Japanese electronics maker Kyocera is
seeking to acquire the
power tool business
of Ryobi for about 15
billion yen.
Ryobi’s power tool
sales are believed to
reach almost 20 billion
yen annually, making it
the third-largest player

in Japan after Makita
and Hitachi Koki. Kyocera aims to expand
its product lineup and
sales network with
the acquisition, which
would include a Ryobi
plant in Dalian, China.
The world’s power
tool market is growing at a 3.9% on an

annual basis, and is
expected to be worth
USD30 billion by 2021,
according to research
by US-based Freedonia
Group. Emerging economies in Asia are key
drivers of the trend.
Kyocera’s main
business in ceramic
products has enjoyed

strong demand for
smartphone-related
parts, among others,
but is still vulnerable
to macroeconomic factors. The Kyoto-based
company has also
closed and streamlined
factories under its
flagging solar battery
and mobile phone busi-
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nesses. The company is
now looking to diversify, particularly into the
power tool sector.
It aims to expand
group sales by about
500 billion yen to 2 trillion yen in fiscal 2020.
https://goo.gl/Rbkwoh
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Working with Amazon:
SRG, Beacon Lighting
in this
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Super
Retail
text
Group and Beacon Lighting are
choosing to work
with Amazon, not
against it
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Super Retail Group
(SRG) – owner of Supercheap Auto, Rebel,
Amart Sports, BCF and
Rays – is tackling the
impending arrival of
Amazon in Australia
head-on, opening up
a dialogue with the
US retail giant and
strengthening its digital offerings.
Chief executive Peter
Birtles confirmed to
the Courier Mail the
company has had
“conversations” with
Amazon when asked
whether it would
consider selling goods
through the US online
retail behemoth.
Meanwhile SRG’s digital sales have grown
substantially. In the
last financial year digital sales in the company’s auto-division grew
by 75%, sports division
was up 73%, while the
leisure division was up
150%. Mr Birtles said:
As a company you
explore all options. We
work with eBay today,
and we will explore
that (working with Amazon) too. Amazon are
a really great organisation who have great
capabilities. You have
to be open to considering every single option.
Unlike Harvey Norman founder Gerry
Harvey, Mr Birtles

remains upbeat about
the company’s ability
to compete with Amazon. He said:
We recognise that
the retail industry is
going through unprecedented change as the
result of the impact of
ever more demanding
customer expectations,
global competition and
digitisation.
We have been considering these forces for
a number of years and
our strategy has been
developed to ensure
that we continue to
succeed in this evolving
environment.
SRG’s investment into
its digital strategy has
helped deliver growth
in this part of the business. Mr Birtles said
much this was largely
driven by click-andcollect – a competitive
advantage a retailer
with a large physical

network of stores had
over online only businesses. He said:
The advantage that
we have is we can serve
the customer in whatever way they want to
be served – they can
shop with us how ever
it is they want to shop.

Beacon Lighting
Another retailer that
recently listed on the
ASX is also looking at
Amazon as an opportunity for growth. Beacon Lighting founder
and executive director,
Ian Robinson told The
Australian:
Our e-commerce model in Australia has been
very successful and we
have the opportunity
to expand that internationally.
Online now represents more than 4%
of sales and was up
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54% over the past year.
Beacon already sell
into the US and Europe
with Amazon and has
registered as a supplier
in Australia. Chief executive and son, Glen
Robinson said:
If you have your own
brand like we do, we
are in a pretty good
position. It is another
way for us to get to our
customers. We will cater a range to suit the
Amazon platform for
Australian buyers.
The lighting retailer
turns 50 this year and
now employs 1000 people worldwide, exporting to 26 countries. Ian
Robinson recounts the
early days:
I started with
nothing. And we went
through many years of
really hard times. We
went through the ‘89
continues next page
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recession and really just survived and had to reinvent the
business. I still have the memories of difficult times.
I am still very aware of keeping your feet on the ground
and not getting carried away. Tomorrow you could lose the
whole lot. You are in business and you have no certainty it
will continue forever. I wish the family all the success for
the future but businesses do fail and if it fails it fails — do
not take it too much to heart if it does happen. But all
things being equal it should be very successful.
Beacon saw its shares rise to dizzy heights in the two
years after the float, soaring to three times their issue
price before a profit downgrade 15 months ago sent them
crashing to earth.
They have since remained below their listing price and
remain down more than 20% over the past year. They fell
further after the group reported a 9% fall in net profit to
$16.6 million, a result hit by the discounting of lighting
lines following the closure of the Masters Home Improvement chain last year.
The tough times are testing the resolve of the leader of
the second generation, Glen Robinson, but he wouldn’t
have it any other way. He said:
What a perfect induction, training process you have when
you get to work with your old man in the business. We get
to discuss things. Some of the things we are discussing are
big decisions that need to be made. And you don’t need to
worry about the Ps and Qs. You just go for it.
The younger Robinson started on the Beacon shop floor
when he was 12 years old. He said:
The family runs the business, my brother and two sisters
work in the business. It is absolutely important for us to
grow this business into the second, third and fourth generation.
Beacon remains one of the larger beneficiaries of ongoing strength in the housing market and soaring energy
prices, which are driving demand for more energy efficient
lighting.
Beacon will open 14 new stores this calendar year and its
goal is grow to 145 stores from the current 102. It has also
taken over six stores owned by three competitors this year.
And while he may no longer have his hands firmly at the
controls, Ian Robinson is adamant the family can continue
to grow revenues in the broader business ‘’at 10 per centplus per annum’’. He said:
I have enjoyed building a business over a long period of
time. Every day is a challenge in retail, you have to do 1000
things right every day. And it keeps you mentally stimulated. You have your ups and downs along the journey.
https://goo.gl/xo3b9F
https://goo.gl/xdwBiQ
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DIGiTAL
167,000

43,000

72,000

75,000

Digital is like the Ocean: it connects to everything.
What makes HI News unique is that we know what our readers like. We know,
because we analyse the downloads every week.
That’s also why we can guarantee our advertisers the sort of audience they
need. We can put an exact number on engagement.
And, because our costs are so much lower, so are our ad prices. As low as just
20% of equivalent print prices.
Come on in. The surf’s fine.

HNN. The home improvement industry digital experts.
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tech/security
Mitre 10 accused of
Natbuild data breach
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• Natbuild has
brought an action
against Metcash
subsidiaries Mitre 10, HTH and
Danks in Federal
Court
• The action alleges that the respondents have
a case to answer
as regards an unauthorised access
of information
on NatBuild’s
password-protected members
services site
TradeNET

• The Federal Court
has issued two
Orders seeking to
preserve possible
evidence
• A third court date
is scheduled for
23 October 2017

Sometimes it can seem like the internet’s
second purpose is to function as a giant irony
machine. In that vein, it’s worth noting that
October 2017 marked the fifth iteration of Cyber
Security Month across much of the world.
Nicely synchronised with that, it was also the
month when allegations emerged that person(s)
working for Mitre 10 (part of the Independent
Hardware Group (IHG), which is owned and operated by the Australian Stock Exchange-listed
Australian wholesaler and retailer Metcash) had
made an unauthorised access to the website of
The National Building Suppliers Group (Nat• The AFR also states that this unauthorised
build) in late September 2017.
access is alleged to have made use of the
News of this alleged breach was scooped by
credentials of a person who works with
Sue Mitchell of Fairfax Media, writing in the
long-term Natbuild member and supporter
Australian Financial Review (AFR) of 2 OctoDahlsens.
ber 2017. Her article, entitled “Mitre 10 in legal
• That access is alleged to have been made by a
stoush with Natbuild after website breach”, can
computer using the Mitre 10 and HTH/Danks
be accessed at: goo.gl/xpSUHM.
internet access points, as indicated by two
Since then, further details have emerged,
distinct allocated IP addresses recorded for
largely through filings with the Federal Court of
the data access.
Australia. We summarise below what is known • According to an affidavit cited by the AFR,
so far, and how that information came to light.
Natbuild’s emergency audit alleges that the
unauthorised access included 44 supplier
What we know so far
agreements worth $359.7 million, 17 price lists,
and the minutes of meetings with suppliers.
• The AFR article, relying on an affidavit from • There have been two Federal Court hearings
Natbuild, states that an “emergency audit”
to date, with a third scheduled for 23 October
conducted by Natbuild indicates an alleged
2017.
unauthorised access of its TradeNET website • The first Court order names four respontook place on 22 September 2017.
dents: Mitre 10 Australia, Home Timber &
• TradeNET is used by Natbuild members to
Hardware Group (HTH), Danks Holdings,
access information about the confidential
and the individual apparently alleged to be
trade agreements reached between it and
involved with the unauthorised access.
suppliers.
• Orders stemming from the first Court
• The investigation seems to focus on a specific
hearing were largely to do with preserving
individual who worked at Mitre 10. (Though
potential evidence held on Mitre 10 and HTH
it is publicly available, HNN has chosen to
computers, as well as devices used by the
not disclose his name at this time.)
person on whom the allegations are centred.
• As far as HNN can tell, this individual seems • Orders stemming from the second Court
to have previously occupied a senior midhearing went to further securing evidence,
dle-management position at Mitre 10, apparin particular the forensic examination and
ently the equivalent of a national category
copying of data from one particular smartmanager.
phone.
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• These Orders also sought information about
all persons at Mitre 10 who would have had
any access to any information that might
have been obtained in the alleged breach.
The Orders can be downloaded from the Comcourts website:
goo.gl/UGYRry
goo.gl/atG1o1

How alleged breach was uncovered
According to AFR article:
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• Individual from Mitre 10, in negotiations
with supplier Corinthian Doors, is alleged to
have indicated knowledge of highly confidential deals between Corinthian and Natbuild.
• Notified of this allegation, Natbuild cannot
determine any way this individual could
know of these deals, and so instigates emergency audit of website.
• Audit allegedly indicates a suspicious access
of those deals, obtained by a user allegedly using login details that belonged to an
employee of long-time Natbuild member
Dahlsens.
• Further investigations indicate that the
person using those login details allegedly did
so through the internet access point operated by Metcash subsidiaries Mitre 10 and/or
Danks/HTH, as indicated by the IP addresses
used.

The damage done
The affidavit is said by the AFR to cite Natbuild product category manager Jon Rodman
as alleging that the direct damage done by
the unauthorised access could be between $8
million and $18 million. Further, according to Mr
Rodman, this could place Mitre 10 in a better position to lure existing Natbuild members away.
Ms Mitchell’s AFR article quotes Natbuild
chairman Martin Hartcher as saying:
We are concerned that the information has
been accessed unlawfully and we are concerned
that this will impact on the confidentiality of
our agreements with suppliers. We are at a point
in time where we are openly competitive with
Mitre 10 for independent building supplies firms,
and that this forms part of that competitive
struggle.
Much of the investigation into this alleged
breach is going to centre on exactly how much
damage could result. Beyond giving a legal
rendering of the extent of damage caused, it is

also, of course, vital in an operational sense to
Natbuild, which now finds itself, through no
fault of its own, embroiled in an effort to control and limit any damage caused by the alleged
behaviour.
The core difficulty with breaches of highly
confidential information that have occurred
in other countries in the past is that, to use an
American expression, they represent a bell that
cannot be unrung. Once confidential information has been accessed, it cannot be unaccessed.
Even if it can be proven that confidential
information was not widely disseminated, it is
always the case that little can prevent its future
dissemination.
Beyond Natbuild, there are also the concerns
of the suppliers themselves, who are uninvolved
bystanders. Corinthian Doors, in particular, has
found itself at the centre of these issues, and
may face exposure to the public of many of its
confidential dealings with Natbuild, though it is
likely steps will be taken to limit any harm from
this by the Courts. It is a risk that, unfortunately, applies whether the allegations are proven
true or not.
Just how vulnerable interference in the
business of negotiating rebates with suppliers
can make Mitre 10 parent Metcash is revealed
in the statements of Metcash’s auditors, Ernst &
Young, in its audit of annual accounts:
The Group [Metcash] receives income from suppliers which is determined based upon a number
of measures including quantities purchased,
quantities sold, purchase values and the performance of promotional activities.
We considered this to be a key audit matter as
supplier income contributes a significant value
to the Group’s results, there are a large number
of varied agreements in place and some of the
arrangements require judgment to be applied in
determining the appropriate consolidated statement of comprehensive income classification
based on the terms of the agreement.
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NatBuild has a well-designed and modern
website for its members
to use.
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This is not a “hack”
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While some commentary has suggested that
what is alleged is that “Mitre 10 hacked Natbuild’s website”, what is alleged is really not a
hack in the conventional sense.
In purely general knowledge terms, there is
just no way that anyone with any “hacking”
computer knowledge at all (including many savvy 15 year-olds) would ever use unauthorised
credentials to access a website from a known,
fixed IP address. At the very least, even if you
aren’t very technical, you could use the WiFi at
a shopping centre, a library, even a McDonald’s.
If you are technical, there are a dozen different
ways of masking an IP, by using a proxy server
or VPN host, and so forth. Sites such as Hidester
(hidester.com/proxy/) offer these services for
free.
Speaking entirely hypothetically, based on
experience in other, different cases, sometimes
people have obtained confidential login information, and think the “safe” thing to do is to log
onto the website using a smartphone, so as not
to compromise their company’s systems. Except,
of course, that the smartphone turns out to be
connected to the office WiFi, and therefore uses
the company’s IP address.
There is no way at all to tell at present if
something like this occurred in relationship to
the alleged unauthorised access of Natbuild’s
TradeNET.

Who is to blame?
Setting aside the specifics of this particular
case, we’re really looking at a very common type
of situation in the world today. There are three
players in these situations: the company that
has the online data resource; an individual or
small group of individuals that has obtained
information, altered information, faked data
or something of that nature; and then there is
the company that person or people work for,
which stands to benefit (theoretically) from
their activities. It has a very wide range, from
conventional hacking for information, to what
happened at Volkswagen over its intentional
hacking of tests for diesel engine pollution.
Much of the debate in these cases comes
down to whether we are willing to accept the
narrative of the “rogue employee”, or if we
acknowledge that the company that employed
the hackers shares some responsibility as well.
In cases such as Volkswagen, and even in the

case of “rogue” financial
services traders, it is increasingly the case that
the individual and his/
her employer are seen as
sharing the blame.
Senior managers at
Volkswagen are now
undergoing scrutiny
and prosecution for what is seen as their part
in emissions dodging. French Societe General
trader Jerome Kerviel was convicted for his part
in EUR4.9 billion in trading losses. While his
conviction was upheld, Societe General has now
been judged unjustified in his firing and forced
to pay compensation. Additionally, instead of
being required to pay back billions of euros, Mr
Kerviel is now held accountable for EUR1million. That’s because the courts recognised that
Societe Generale was largely responsible for
those losses through their past conduct. (Society Generale is appealing these rulings.)
As these cases illustrate, there has been a
shift to see employers as having an active
responsibility in these matters. The questions
that get asked include: did they provide clear
ethics guidelines to all employees? Did they
enforce ethics, or covertly encourage unethical
behaviour by concentrating only on results, and
not on means? Was there any audit/review process in place to ensure employees were acting
ethically?
It’s likely that as the business world comes to
terms with the allegations involving Natbuild
that many of Metcash other operations are
going to come under this kind of scrutiny, even
if it turns out that these allegations are false.

Natbuild’s role
First and foremost, Natbuild really should be
congratulated, especially Natbuild’s IT team.
This is some great work, and they deserve
kudos. Not only were systems set up which
enabled Natbuild to trace information accessed
by a specific login, but also they were evidently
able to act swiftly and effectively in getting that
information to management.
HNN notes also that Natbuild has a very good
terms and condition document on their website.
(We checked, this is the same one they had in
February 2017, so it wasn’t updated after the
fact.) Among its terms and conditions it states:
You must not: republish material from this
website (including republication on another
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website); sell, rent or sub-license material from
the website; show any material from the website
in public; reproduce, duplicate, copy or otherwise
exploit material on this website for a commercial purpose; edit or otherwise modify any
material on the website; or redistribute material
from this website.
Where content is specifically made available
for redistribution, it may only be redistributed
within your organisation.
If The National Building Suppliers Group provides you with a user ID and password to enable
you to access restricted areas of this website or
other content or services, you must ensure that
the user ID and password are kept confidential.
And later adds:
Without prejudice to The National Building
Suppliers Group’s other rights under these terms
and conditions, if you breach these terms and
conditions in any way, The National Building
Suppliers Group may take such action as The
National Building Suppliers Group deems
appropriate to deal with the breach, including
suspending your access to the website, prohibiting you from accessing the website, blocking
computers using your IP address from accessing
the website, contacting your internet service
provider to request that they block your access
to the website and/or bringing court proceedings against you.
So not only a good IT team, but a good legal
team as well.
That said, as of 22 September 2017, the rules
for data security in the home improvement industry have radically changed, and this applies
as much (if not more) to Natbuild as to anyone
else.
From now on the minimal acceptable standard
for securing data online will be a two-factor
authentication (TFA) system. If a company
securing valuable data online is not using
TFA, and there is a data breach, they could be
held responsible. Beyond that, as the Natbuild
situation indicates, even the suggested breach
of this kind of data has long-running, severe
consequences, and no company can risk that
happening.
TFA is a system that many are by now familiar with. Accessing services such as MyGov, for
example, typically requires TFA. After logging in
with a username and password, the system will
text a four-digit temporary “PIN” to your mobile
phone, which you then enter to obtain access.
Had TFA been used on the Natbuild website,
the alleged unauthorised access would have

been almost impossible. In the case of an unauthorised access, the person whose credentials
are used would receive a PIN notification, and
could alert Natbuild’s IT department that an
attempt had been made. No access would have
been permitted without access to that PIN.
Fortunately, TFA systems have become more
sophisticated and easier to deploy. Companies
such as Trilio offer packages that include TFA.
Also Google Authenticate is an app for both Android and iOS devices that eliminates reliance
on texting for TFA. The app enables you to set
up a special PIN generator, based on a “secret”
that users share with the website they are
accessing. When you want to access the website,
you enter your username and password, then
look up the PIN on your smartphone, and enter
that as well.
It is vital that every buying group, as well as
suppliers, and even retailers, make the move
to TFA. These security needs are only going to
increase.

Analysis
It is important to note that the progress of
these allegations through Australia’s legal system is in its very early stages. We really cannot
tell, objectively, how much substance there is to
the Natbuild allegations. That is what the Federal Courts are for. HNN will be following every
aspect of this case as closely as we can.
There have certainly been legal cases of this
nature in the past where at first there seems to
be conclusive evidence, but on further examination it turns out to be less persuasive. It really
is important for everyone in the industry to
reserve judgement until the court case reaches
its conclusion.
However, HNN felt a duty to effectively report
on this matter because, even if a “real” breach
has not occurred, this incident clearly illustrates
the need for most companies in the home improvement industry to ramp up their security
measures. Imagine if, for example, some third
party hacker had committed an illegal access,
and then simply published all this confidential
information. The affect on Natbuild, or any
other company, could be catastrophic.
For many of us in the home improvement industry, however, these allegations do not come
as a big surprise, proven or not. We’ve all been
aware of how heated the competition has been
to get the best possible price and biggest ever
rebate from suppliers. There has been for some
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time a fair amount of “grey area” dealing around
this, with some buying groups working on the
very edges of what is ethical when it comes to
finding information.
Perhaps the real question we need to ask is
whether this focus purely on knocking suppliers down to the lowest price possible is such a
great idea. One cause behind it all is the perceived need to compete with the giant of the
industry, Bunnings, on its own terms.
HNN would contend that this is a clear
misreading of the market (and of Bunnings).
Certainly, Bunnings does seek low prices from
suppliers, but it does so in the context of
demonstrated, consistent high volumes of sales
across a broad range of products. It also has
arrangements that enable it to work closely
with suppliers to tailor products to the needs of
its stores, and the markets they serve. Captive
brands such as Ozito and Tactix provide it with
unique advantages, as do exclusive distribution
deals with brands such as Ryobi and AEG.
To respond to such a sophisticated supply
infrastructure by merely negotiating over small
percentages of margin for a very limited range
of products is to demonstrate an inability to
grasp how the home improvement market
differs from broad commodity retailing in areas
such as supermarkets. It limits the ability of
suppliers to effectively market their products,
makes innovation very difficult for them, and
will, eventually, create markets controlled by
supplier duopolies.
HNN would strongly suggest that it is not simply the case that “customers want low prices”.
Customers tend to want a lot of things, with low
prices just one of them. It is possible that some
buying groups have become obsessed with low
prices and little else because the other deliverables — real product knowledge by staff, genuine
in-store help, and a focus on helping customers
get things done — are a lot harder to achieve.
An alternative would be to invest more in
genuinely discovering what customers do need,
instead of relying on past stereotypes. That
information could be used to develop marketing strategies that emphasise the advantages
independent retailers do possess, such as a
closer tailoring of products and services to the
immediate, regional markets being served.
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Murphy’s
Mitre 10
There is something a little mystical about the journey through
the steep-sided hills that lead up to the low mountains that
make up Victoria’s Dandenong Ranges. One moment you are
driving through what seems like dense bushland, and the next
it is as though you have entered a different realm, one of tall
trees and low, spreading tree ferns. Early tales tell of trees that
were far taller and wider than the giant redwoods of California.
All gone now, of course, but there remains something a little
primordial about this place.
Monbulk sits on the edge of this area, surrounded by a patchwork of small properties, cleared 100 or more years ago by those
early settlers. It’s the kind of place that has a main street named
“Main Road” lined with all the usual suspects: a great bakery, a
Chinese restaurant, a couple of banks, the fancy cafe where the
“in” crowd of teenagers and twenty-somethings go, a cafe for
the older or less hip, a big Woolworths supermarket, a primary
school, and, clustered around that, a bowls club, playing field
and recreational centre.
And at the very top of Main Road, where it intersects via a
giant roundabout, at the point where the Monbulk-Olinda Road
becomes just plain Monbulk Road as it turns away north into
the nearby area of Silvan, sits Murphy’s Mitre 10.
hnn.bz

Potential, real potential, is something you don’t see too
often in retail — not even in home improvement retail. But
if you want to see what it looks like, then Murphy’s Mitre 10
could prove to be a good example.
Potential is seldom made up of one element. It is more
likely, as in the case of Murphy’s, to come from a range of
sources. One element is certainly the premises themselves,
which have a great location, with both room for expansion
and a built-in diversity of retail space. A second element is
the community of Monbulk itself. Unlike modern suburbs,
Monbulk is not just a line on a statistical map somewhere.
It’s a real and genuine community, with a unique history, and
many personal and family links.
The third element is that Monbulk is poised on the brink
of a likely change in its demography, as the increasing house
price pressure of the Melbourne suburbs converts it into a
more viable “dormitory” suburb.
All that counts, but the main source of this potential is,
without doubt, the current owner and manager of Murphy’s,
Julie Murphy herself. It is a potential that is already reaching
beyond her Monbulk store, which she has been managing
full-time since 2016, into the home improvement retail industry itself, as she has become one of the driving forces behind
the launch of the “Women in Hardware” movement.
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This potential is a consequence not only of the evident
abilities of Julie herself, but also because she brings with her
one of the things the Australian home improvement industry
is in urgent need of: cross-fertilisation from other industries
and areas.
To get an understanding of how all this could come together, we need first to look at the history of the Monbulk area
(including its economics), the legacy effect this has had on
town-planning, the shift in the region’s demographics over
the past five years, as well as how all this plays into some of
the effects-at-a-distance generated by Victoria’s capital city,
Melbourne, some 45km away to the west.

Settlers
The pattern for the settlement of the Monbulk area was
similar — at first — to that of much of the surrounding Yarra
Ranges area. The discovery of gold in areas such as Emerald
provoked an initial interest in the region during the late
1850s, but, outside of Warburton, the alluvial deposits quickly
petered out.
A more lasting effect of gold was the pressure of population it built up. The gold rush saw the population of Victoria
grow from 77,000 in 1851 to 237,000 in 1854, and by 1857 it stood
at 411,000. From 1860 onwards a series of Land Acts enacted
by Victoria’s Parliament freed up Crown land for use and
eventual purchase by settlers. The Land and Pastoral Acts of
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Murphy’s Mitre 10 Monbulk
• Monbulk, located on the fringe
of the Dandenong Ranges east
of Melbourne in Victoria, has a
rich history of settlement and
development.
• It is currently considering
changes to planning which
could see an increase in population, and more commercial
development.
• Planning permit activity indicates an increase in expenditure, but this is complicated by
delays as potential builds await
the outcome of the planning
process.
• Julie Murphy took over the dayto-day management of Murphy’s
Mitre 10 in Monbulk in mid-2016.
• Previously the store had been
run by her husband, Paul Murphy, who passed away in 2013.
• While Julie has faced many
challenges in coming to terms
with one of the most complex
retail areas, she has also brought
a new approach and new ideas
from her work and life experiences.
• The store is notable for its customer-centric design, and close
attention to detail.
• A dedicated staff, and supportive local community have helped
Julie build a good store, with
lots of potential.
• Julie has also been instrumental
in starting the Women in Hardware association, which plans to
expand in 2018.
• Women in Hardware would
welcome other women working
in hardware around Australia,
who would like to join the social
and work network.

1869 took several trends in legislation over the previous decade, and modified them into a standard form, which persisted for the next 50 years with minor alterations. According to
the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Year Book Australia,
1911:
The system of free selection before survey, as applied to all
unoccupied Crown lands, was retained, but the selected area
was limited to 320 acres, and was at the outset to be held
under license for a term of three years, during the first two and
a-half years of which the selector had to reside on the land,
fence it, and cultivate a certain proportion of it. At the end of
the period of license the selector could either purchase the
land outright or he might obtain a further lease of seven years,
with the right to purchase at any time during the term.
As an offshoot of these processes, in 1893 a “Village Settlement” of 76 ten-acre farms was created by the excision of a
large amount of land from the Monbulk Forest. The area was
in the Parish of Monbulk, and the settlement’s area adopted
that name, which is thought to derive from an Aboriginal
word for “hidden place”.
The need to improve the land to retain the right of settlement led, of course, to periodic, unannounced “inspections”.
The Box Hill Reporter newspaper of 30 April 1897 reports on
one such inspection of the Monbulk settlement:
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The owner of Murphy’s Mitre 10,
Julie Murphy, in her office on the store
premises.

Mr. James Thomas, chief steward
of village settlements, accompanied by E. H. Cameron, Esq.,
M.L.A., visited the Monbulk village
settlement on 20th inst. Mr. Robert
Hughes, Crown lands bailiff, acted
as guide. The visit had not been
notified before hand, and the settlement was therefore under conditions to give the officials a good
idea of the situation of affairs.
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The three men tendered a
report which gives a good portrait
of the conditions of the settlement in the mid 1890s. The report
mentions the growing of tobacco,
of berries, poultry, and fruit trees.
In particular they drew attention
to the industry of one Stephen
Byrne:
...an industrious young man who
had worked in a painstaking
manner upon his allotment. The
cottage was well built with cemented floor, and had a chimney of
hewn out stones and mortar, the
materials of which had all been
taken from his own block and
which would do credit to any city
mansion; his splendid fowl run,
raspberry plantation, and other improvements were geatly admired.
While serious gold mining had
since moved on, it is evident that
settlers still resorted to this from
time-to-time as a source of income:
Passing down the track, two village
settlers, were met coming home
from mining ; they explained that
they had been fossicking for gold
upon the creek “to get something
to eat.”
As might be expected, low-level industry and trades had also
found a place:
Top, a pioneer settler’s hut near Monbulk from
the turn of the 19th Century. Middle top, one
of the last remaining ruins of early pioneer
settlement in Monbulk. Middle bottom, the
view down Main Road, Monbulk in the 1930s.
Bottom, the view down Main Road in 2017.
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The party then crossed through the holding of William Wilson,
who has erected a forge and makes his living as a blacksmith,
repairing the tools and implements for the miners and others
about.

Some, of course, disappointed as well:
William Cripps’ block had nothing to show but a rough bark
hut surrounded by a garden overgrown with weeds.
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While this report seems quite jolly, in fact the conditions
for many of Monbulk’s early settlers were quite desperate.
A report in the Morwell Advertiser of 4 October 1895 is grim
reading:
A deputation from the Monbulk Village Settlement, in the Dandenong Forest, waited upon the Minister in charge of village
settlements on Wednesday.
The deputation included married and single settlers, and they
placed their case plainly before the Minister. They had all
received up to the utmost limit of the Government assistance,
but, in spite of hard work, had failed to make a living out the
soil, and owing to the absence of any employment, were
threatened with starvation.
Mr Foster said that the married men had received £40 and
the single men £30. This deputation was only the forerunner
of others, and he had quite foreseen that a number of settlers would make a failure of it. He could do nothing for them
beyond asking the Minister of Public Works, if possible, to
provide some work in road making in the vicinity of the settlement.
One cause of this, of course, was the severe depression
Australia suffered from around 1891 to 1895, as the Melbourne
property market collapsed, and many banks — including the
Federal Bank in 1893 — collapsed.
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Map 1. The main map shows the
boundaries of the Monbulk, Silvan and
The Patch state suburbs, as determined
by the ABS. Murphy’s is relatively isolated
in Monbulk. Inset map shows the wider
competitive situation.

In the later 1890s through the first decade of the 20th
Century, the economy recovered, and with it, the timber
trade became vibrant again, creating a source both of wealth
and employment for many villages in the Yarra Ranges,
including Monbulk. This was helped by the development of
narrow-gauge railways, such as what is now known as Puffing Billy, which facilitated the transport of timber from the
Dandenong ranges to the market in Melbourne. As an article
in The Age of 2 January 1911 describes it:
The first section [of the railway line] is from Belgrave to Monbulk, six miles... This line will... make available the thousands
of acres of heavily timbered country now lying idle through
inaccessibility. It is estimated that there is sufficient timber in
the district to keep thirty saw mills going for thirty years.

Money for jam
Unusually for the Yarra Ranges, Monbulk also benefited
from the development of its own industry. The area around
Monbulk had proved to be ideal for growing one crop in
particular: berries, and especially raspberries, which were a
common feature of early settlers’ agriculture.
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Map 2. Satellite map of the area around
Monbulk shows a patchwork of relatively
larger residential plots, and the the solid
mass of the forest itself.

In response, the Monbulk Co-operative Fruitgrowers’ Association was formed in 1897, which built a pulp/jam factory
in Upper Ferntree Gully, at the railhead for the the train line
into Melbourne. This had some success, as noted in a short
article published in The Age of 18 August 1903:
Activity is being displayed by the Monbulk Fruit Growers’
Co-operative Factory, at Upper Fern Tree Gully, in the fulfilment of an order for 100 tons of raspberry pulp, consigned to
the London market. This is the largest order taken in hand, and
to complete it 31 men are engaged at the factory.
The pulp is sealed up in 12 lb. tins, and then packed in small
cases, timber for which, cut to size at the local saw mills, costs
£50. The price to be obtained for this order is to the growers 2
1/2 d. per lb. net, which is considered most satisfactory.
That factory burnt down in 1909. One of the members of
the Co-operative, Daniel Camm, who had some talents and
training as an engineer, decided to build a pulping plant in
Monbulk itself, which would greatly aid the transportation
of the berry crop over the rough roads of that time. Along
the way, he invented a new method of pulping, which made
the process more efficient. Demand was so great the Camms
— the father and four sons — found themselves having to
constantly expand.
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The making of what would become Monbulk Jam goes
back to 1913, when a bumper crop of plums in the region resulted in a sharp drop in prices, putting many local Monbulk
settlers at risk. Daniel Camm bought the entire crop, and
began to manufacture jam.
It was one of Daniel Camm’s younger sons, Philip, who
really created the enduring company. After attending
night classes in engineering at the Working Men’s College
in Melbourne, P. Camm went on to develop and manage the machinery at the factory. After surviving both
World War I and the 1930s Depression, the factory thrived
during World War II, filling orders from the British Ministry of Food. Post-war, a second branch was established
in Tasmania, and exports to North America and Japan
added to its European exports. The enterprise became a
public company in 1957 as Monbulk Preserves Pty Ltd.
In the 1970s and 1980s a direct market to Melbourne
and elsewhere for fresh fruit was
established, and the importance of the
Monbulk factory waned slightly for the
community. The Monbulk factory went
through a number of different owners,
including a British company which
was largely interested in its meat-packing operations. It was subsequently
bought by Shepparton Preserving Co.
(SPC) which sold it to Cottee’s General
Foods Ltd in December 1989.
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Map 3. Below top, the famous Monbulk
Jam label and bottle from the 1960s.
Below bottom,, the production team at
Monbulk Jam in the 1910s.

The subsequent economic recession highlighted its high
operating costs, and the old factory at Monbulk closed its
doors in May 1991. The factory has since been repurposed to
manufacture plastic garden goods.

Town planning
Environmental planning is often thought to have grown to
prominence after the 1960s, but it really began as early as the
immediate post-World War I years. In her paper “Public land
in Victoria”, Dr Robyn Ballinger points out:
The process of Crown land reservation by government continued until after World War One, when “wise-use” conservatism
was championed by scientists and technologists in the Victorian public service to ensure that Victoria’s water and forest
reserves were managed by trained “experts”. As a result, river
basin units were adopted as part of regional planning, a more
sophisticated network of forest reserves was created, and wildlife sanctuaries were established.
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Monbulk in particular, given both the spectacular region in
which it is set, and its unique history of settlement, has long
been a champion of planning restrictions. A glance at the
planning map for the area (Map 5) shows a familiar situation
for the Yarra Ranges: a town centre that allows for some low
density residential development, a very narrow strip of commercial activity, surrounded by a large area of green wedge
zoning.
However there are significant signs that this kind of planning my be undergoing a shift in the future. For example, Yarra Ranges has already suggested, in 2016, that the restrictions
on green wedge zoning be altered to allow blocks of land as
small as two hectares to be used for residential dwellings.
More significantly, Monbulk itself is revisiting the restrictions in place for its town centre, considering smaller lot
sizes, down to 500 square metres from 2000 square metres,
and has even proposed increasing the allowed height of some
buildings, for special uses, up to three storeys from two.
Aside from the cultural decisions made by members of the
community, one of the major obstacles to moving towards a
greater dwelling density is simply the need for a reticulated
sewage system. This had been explored in the mid-2000s, and
seems set to be re-examined in the coming years.
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Map 3. Commuting by car/train from
Monbulk to Melbourne would take under
90 minutes. As importantly, the main
railway line runs through the eastern
industrial growth corridor of Melbourne.

These potential changes have been set out in a document
entitled “Monbulk Structure Plan: Draft options and concepts for comment.” This puts forth three potential scenarios,
ranging from almost no change, to a very modest change.
Some decision regarding there plans is expected before the
end of 2017.

Planning permit statistics

Top, Map 4. Monbulk faces some critical
decisions over the next couple of years.
One of these is whether it should allow a
greater lot density in the town centre. This
map shows the lot sizes in the existing
planning regime.
Bottom, Map 5. The planning map for
Monbulk shows mostly low density
residential areas, surrounded by a green
wedge zone, which restricts residential
building.

What about the development of planning applications so
far? HNN used publicly available information on planning
for Monbulk, Silvan and The Patch to form a portrait of how
planning applications developed between 2011 and 2017. This
information is shown in Charts 1 through to 6 as scatterplots
of the value of applications by category of building activity
plotted to value of work
planned for the permit
(adjusted for inflation to
2016 dollars). We’ve limited
these to a maximum of
$1,000,000, as the few that
exceeded that amount
were mostly large scale
commercial developments,
and largely atypical.
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What the scatter plots
show as an overall trend is
that new building, alterations and additions have
seen increasing values for
building permits requested
in the most recent three
years 2014, 2015 and 2016.
While activity in the sub$200,000 level remains
largely unchanged, there
is a marked increase in activity for the over-$300,000
level. The total for sub$1,000,000 permits in 2016
was $9,667,627, while in 2011
it was $8,825,708 (inflation-adjusted to 2016), an
increase of 9.54%.
As Chart 8 shows, 2016
was also a break-out year
for the average value of
permits requested in the
sub-$1,000,000 range.
While it is difficult to
draw any radical conclusions from a single data

Copyright 2017 by State of Victoria, the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning. Used under Creative Commons licence. services.land.vic.gov.au/maps/pmo.jsp
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Reported Cost of Works Building Permits for Monbulk, Silvan and The Patch
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Chart 1

Chart 2

Chart 3

Chart 4

Chart 5

Chart 6
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point (especially as, with future town planning
restrictions in flux, it’s unlikely 2017 will see a repeat
of this high point), this “spike” does seem unique.
Perhaps by looking closely at the demographics we
can discover more of what is going on.

Demographics
In broad terms, the 2016 Census shows that the
state suburb of Monbulk has 3,577 people living
there, comprising 1013 families who live in 1395 dwellings, with a median weekly household income of
$1377. About 51% of that population is married, and
32% have never been married.
This shows a moderate increase over the results
from the 2011 Census, which indicated 3456 people
lived in the area, comprising 989 families living in
1236 dwellings. They earned a median weekly household income of $1171, which, adjusted for inflation, in
2016 dollars would be $1286.
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In the entire core catchment area for Murphy’s
Mitre 10 of Monbulk, Silvan and The Patch, the population was 5714 in 2011, and rose to 5888 in 2016, an
increase of 3%. While that is significant, the overall
state of Victoria increased its population by 10.7%
over the same timeframe.
That brings us to the demographics related to
income levels. It’s here that we begin to see some
of the changes that have come to Monbulk and the
surrounding state suburbs. Chart 10 shows a weekly
income level comparison for the 2016 Census and the
2011 Census for the area around the Murphy’s Mitre
10 store — Monbulk, Silvan and The Patch. (These
numbers have not been adjusted for inflation.)
The first change to notice is a sharp decline of
those in the lowest income level, up to $299 a week,
which has dropped by over 33.0%. That is echoed by
smaller declines in the two adjacent income ranges,
for $300 to $399, and $400 to $799.
The second change is that every income category
above $800 a week has increased, with the sharpest increase in the two top categories. In particular,
those on incomes of between $1500 and $1999 a
week increased by nearly 67.0%, from 233 people to
389 people. Those on incomes over $2000 a week
increased by 53.0%, from 185 to 283. Those two top
categories now make up nearly 17% of all the people
working in this region, where previously it comprised 10.5%.
Chart 11 shows similar numbers for what we might
term the “halo” region around the above-referenced

Top, Chart 7, total amount spent per calendar year under
$1 million. Middle, Chart 8, average of non-zero spend on
building permits per calendar year. Bottom, Chart 9, number
of permits issued per calendar year, broken down by permit
type.
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region. This consists of the state suburbs of
Kallista, Emerald, Macclesfield and Olinda.
While the numbers are similar for the Monbulk, Silvan and The Patch region, they are
less emphatic. This shows an even steeper
decline in people in the two lowest-earning
groups, up to $399 a week, but there is also a
7.0% increase in the group earning between
$400 and $799, and a decline of 19.6% in the
$800 to $999 a week group. The steepest
gain for this area is in the two top income
levels, which combined moved from 15.5%
of wage earners in 2011, to 21.3% in 2016.
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Finally, Chart 12 shows the same weekly
income for the state suburb of Monbulk
alone. This shows a consistent increase in
the above-average income levels. Perhaps
the most interesting feature, though, is the
increase in the middle range of income. We
can divide these multiple income levels into
three basic levels: below average, above average, and the $1500+ a week range. For that
middle level, the first regional grouping we
looked at showed an increase from 26% to
28%, the halo grouping shows a slight decline by 0.5% to 27%. Monbulk itself has the
strongest increase for this middle income
level, from 24.9% in 2011, to 28.5% in 2016.
The comparison between the three areas is
shown in Chart 13.
This is an important demographic shift.
The increase in representation by the top
level of income is likely due to wealthier
people living on small hobby farms, going
through something of a minor “tree change”
in their lives. The shift in the middle income
level is quite different. This is more of an indicator of an increase in “dormitory suburb”
activity, with residents commuting to work
in Melbourne, or in the eastern suburbs
close to Melbourne.
The commute from Monbulk is indeed
more possible than it might at first appear.
While services such as Google Maps indicate that a rush hour commute to and from
Melbourne car vary widely, from one hour
and five minutes to over an hour and 30
minutes, it is only a 12-minute drive to Belgrave, where the train takes around 60 minutes to reach Melbourne. While that might
add up to an 80-minute commute each way,

Top, Chart 10, comparative income levels for Monbulk, Silvan and The Patch
state suburbs.
Middle, Chart 11, comparative income levels for Olinda, Emerald and
Macclesfield state suburbs.
Bottom, Chart 12, comparative income levels for Monbulk.
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it is certainly “do-able”, and relatively inexpensive as well.
Importantly, this commuting route runs
through much of the eastern industrial/
business growth corridor of Melbourne,
making it likely that employment closer to
Monbulk that is easily reached can be found.
Some of that convenience may already be
filtering into the housing market. Realestate.
com.au lists Monbulk as a “high demand”
area, citing an average of 1879 visits for
property sales, versus the Victoria-wide
average of 813 visits. The median price of a
three bedroom house is $550,000, while the average price for
a Melbourne house is $880,000. The median price ranges from
$825,000 in the outer eastern Melbourne suburb of Ringwood,
to over $1.6 million in Box Hill, a suburb closer to Melbourne.
The other thing to consider with this type of broad-based
growth in income, is that this can be the precursor to a town
becoming more of a small regional centre. Regional centres
are seldom created by wealthy individuals and their hobby
farms, and more often — these days — by commuters who
discover ways to engage their talents in the local community.

Conclusion
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Monbulk, and the area immediately surrounding it, certainly has a high degree of potential for future development.
The spike in building permit values for 2016, and the steady,
broad-based lift in weekly incomes indicate that it is already
becoming a brighter place to live in economic terms. Other
factors are likely to give its economy a boost, including the
Victorian State Government’s doubling of the First Home
Owner Grant for regional Victoria, an increase from $10,000
to $20,000. This began on 1 July 2017, and is set to continue
to 2020. It’s estimated it will benefit 6000 first home buyers.
That’s part of a package of spending that will become available for regional Victoria.
Equally, though, it’s a community that does have some difficult decisions to make. Loosening the restrictions on building
in the town itself, as well as in the green wedge zoned areas,
with the adoption of a reticulated sewerage system, would
provide a big boost, but it will also change the character of
the town. It seems highly likely, though, that this kind of
change is inevitable for this and other regional areas within
commuting distance of the booming capital cities.
Even without more radical change, however, it is certain
that the market in which Murphy’s Mitre 10 operates is set
for at least steady growth, and potentially a period of quite
high growth at some point in the next seven or eight years.
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Chart 13. Comparing the proportion of
three income levels across three regional
groupings from the 2016 and 2011 ABS
Census.

The Store
Monbulk is often a surprising place in terms of how much
history hides behind its more modern facades. Looking at
Murphy’s Mitre 10, you might think at first that this is obviously a store started in the 1970s or the 1980s, cleverly located
at the top of the town’s Main Road, right where that intersects the main north-south route through the area. It turns
out, however, that its origins run much further back than
that.
Anyone researching the history of Monbulk in the early
20th Century will be struck by the important role families
play. The same surnames keep cropping up, and a process of
intermarriage has created an intricate network of relatedness
that continues to the present day.
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One of those familiar surnames is that of “Anderson”. The
business enterprises of the Anderson family began with
one Edward (Ted) Anderson.
E. Anderson acquired a saw
bench around about 1923 and,
building on the main local
industry at that time, helped
to put together boxes for the
local berry growers to use in
transporting their crops.
This was profitable enough
that by 1926 he was able to buy
a truck, and then in 1930 he
had a petrol bowser installed
on his property. By the end
of 1932 he had opened a place
of business which included a
timber yard, an office and a
hardware shop.
E. Anderson went on to
further develop the timber
milling business, becoming one
of the significant employers in
the area through World War
II. It was in 1952 that a new
garage was built at the current
location of the hardware store,
while the Anderson family
built a range of other businesses as well. These included a
hardware shop, a timber mill, a
shop selling local produce, the
garage which became the local
agency selling Holden motor
cars — and there was even an
Anderson used car lot.

Julie Murphy with Nick Broekhof outside the front entrance of Murphy’s Mitre 10 in Monbulk. “It’s
a fantastic local community around here ... Monbulk is a great small community. Everybody knows
everybody. Most of the customers who come here, one of the staff will know them,” Julie says of
the small town where the store is located.
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These businesses were run
by E. Anderson’s three sons,
Ned, Frank and Jack, with J.
Anderson in charge of both
the hardware and the produce store. In the late 1950s
the family began to divide
the businesses up, with F.
Anderson and his son Alan
taking over the hardware
store. They moved the hardware store to the present site
on the corner of Main Road.
Later J Anderson moved
the produce store there as
well. A. Anderson eventually
assumed full responsibility
for the hardware store, and
he brought it into the Mitre
10 group in the early 1980s.
Finally, in 2001, the Monbulk
Mitre 10 Hardware (aka
Anderson’s Hardware and
Produce Store) was sold to
Paul Murphy, and became
Murphy’s Mitre 10. The petrol bowsers were eventually
removed from the property,
as they would have required
an expensive upgrade.
Paul Murphy had been
involved in the Australian
hardware industry for some
time before that. Paul and
his father, Des, had operated a store in the Eastland
Shopping Centre in the
outer eastern Melbourne
suburb of Ringwood. After
Des passed away, Paul and
his brother John moved
outside of Eastland, still in
Ringwood, where they operated a hardware store for
another five years, with Paul
Top, not on the current site, but this
was the first hardware enterprise that E.
Anderson put together. Middle top, an
early newspaper ad for the hardware
store. Middle bottom, the store in its
current location, most likely 1970s.
Bottom, the hardware store as it is
today.
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eventually running it on his own,
and his wife, Julie, helping out with
tasks such as the wages, working
from home.
By that time, however, both
Bunnings and Hardware House had
become competitors in Ringwood.
That’s when Paul and Julie found
the Mitre 10 store in Monbulk, and
decided to buy it.
Paul operated the store for the
next twelve years, becoming an increasingly influential and well-liked
figure in the hardware industry, and
contributed to the early development of Mitre 10 as a group.
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The store when they first purchased it was not in the best possible condition, according to Julie:
[The store] was pretty run down, it
was rough, it was dark, dingy. Paul
was the one that did it all. He really
built the business back up again by
being here. He was a great retailer.
He was one of those people who just
knew retail. He was very wise. Fortunately I think I learned a little from
him, just listening to him.
During that period, whileJulie
remained socially involved with
hardware, attending events and
functions with Paul, she was busy
both with raising five children, and
pursuing her own, independent
career in the administration area of
primary school education.
Sadly, in March 2013 Paul Murphy passed away, leaving Julie now
in charge of Murphy’s Mitre 10. As
Julie recalls that time:
Back then [2013] I was bringing up
the kids and I had my own career in
primary school education. I was in
administration which I loved, I loved
my job. I was there for 10 years and
then when Paul passed away in
2013, it was like — argh!
While Julie had not been directly involved in the running of the
hardware store for some time, she

Top, Wendy Tyack. Middle, Lindi Rohrmann, with HNN publisher Betty Tanddo. Bottom,
Julie Murphy at her desk. When Julie took on managing the store full time in 2016, she
faced a tough task. “Bringing the staff together was a very important thing. We all work
together. I am new to it. I am going to ask questions. I’m not doing it to make you feel
intimidated. I just want to learn,” she says.
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wasn’t entirely without resources.
I was involved in the industry through
going to the events and functions, and I
knew lots of people, because Paul was on
the [Mitre 10] board. I knew lots of people, which was very fortunate because I
could draw on all those people to help.
Julie knew that she simply couldn’t
move from her current work straight to
running the store herself, so she called
on the services of a talented manager
she had running the timber yard, Gary
Jenkins. In retrospect, Julie realises it
was not only tough on her at the time,
but also not all that easy for Mr Jenkins, either:
Poor Gary who took over after Paul
passed away, it was terribly hard for him.
And he did say to me [once], his words
were something like that he found it very
difficult, that I expected him to “be” Paul.
It was really hard. I just wanted to it to be
run the way Paul ran it, I think, in those
first few years.
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Later, Julie’s children also became
more directly involved in the store, in
particular her son Daniel.
We have a produce store at the back,
and that was sort of let go a little bit, I
guess. There was pet food out there, but
it wasn’t marketed very well. When Daniel
came on board two years ago [2015], we
put him dedicated to the produce centre,
which he cleaned up, and that really
increased sales.
These moves bought Julie some
valuable time to begin to understand
the business better, and to see what
she might be able to do with it. As she
describes it:
At the time, I had no real intention of
coming to work, I had to learn, so I used
to come up one day a week. I was still
working at the school and taking Mondays off, so I would come up on a Monday to see what was going on. I’d do lots
from home, lots of learning from home.
After three years of prep, however,
the decision to become more directly
involved in running the store was triggered by practical necessity.

Top, the guys from the timber yard, Adrian Urquijo, left, and Justin Williams,
right. Bottom, Jeannie Provan and Wendy Pantorno who help deliver Murphy’s
customer service.
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Last year [2016] in July, Gary decided he
would buy his own hardware business,
a True Value store in Trafalgar. It’s still
under our banner and it’s something he
needed to do. He is a young bloke, late
30s. So he wants to do it himself. And
we always knew that, Paul always knew
that he would want to do something on
his own. When he gave me that news,
I thought, “Okay what am I going to do
now?”

And I decided, well, I’d hung on to it
for three and a half years, so I thought I
should step in. It was a big decision so I
took a couple of weeks off, I went overseas and came back — and bang, here
I am! I’ve been here since July 2016,
sitting here full-time. I felt I could do it
because I had worked the last couple of
years in the background, slowly learning
things. If I hadn’t done that, I don’t think I
could have stepped into the role.
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More than anything, I just felt it was time
to do it. I could not have done it right
after Paul passed away. But after those
couple of years, I felt that I could.

In addition to her own efforts, Julie
also found that there was plenty of help
available to her.
Just being able to turn to people in the
industry has been fantastic. I had Ian
Cornwell [owner of Doncaster Mitre 10].
He likes to be the person to say that I’m
sitting here because of him, and I probably could not have done it without him.
As well as other staff from Mitre 10, such
as [Mitre 10 head of integration] Greg
McKean and [Independent Hardware
Group CEO] Mark Laidlaw, they were
very encouraging. I just wouldn’t be sitting here without the support of the Mitre
10 people.
Ian Cornwell comments on Julie’s
move into the business:
When Gary Jenkins purchased his own
business in July 2016, Julie had the
option of employing another manager,
or getting more involved. Big decision ,
however one she was now ready for and
capable of making.
In true Julie form, she wouldn’t do it if she
didn’t think she was capable. I think every
small business person would agree that

Top, while Murphy’s helps Mitre 10 get its moneys-worth from the Scott Cam
contract, these are just about the only large banners in the store, and both are
purposeful, promoting Mitre 10 Rewards, and the catalogue. Middle, Nick
Broekhof with HNN publisher Betty Tanddo. Nick is among Julie’s most valued
staff. “I’ve been here nine years,” he tells us. “I first worked here as a 15-year-old.
So this is my second stint here. They got rid of me the first time, but they are not
going to get rid of me this time!” Bottom, “Watch This Space” signs are so much
better than empty shelves, and add a welcome note of humour for customers.
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as good as Gary was, the passion of an owner is what drives a
business. Julie has this passion, dedication and her thirst for
knowledge is never quenched.

In particular Mr Cornwell was key in helping Julie come to
grips with her business from the numbers and management
perspective.
Ian always made sure that every month we sat down and went
through the profit and loss and things like that I had never
looked at before. I used to just spend!
The other key factor making it possible for Julie to run the
business has been the strong support of her staff.
The staff have been brilliant. A lot of them have been here
“forever”. Wendy has been here just after Paul took over. Linda,
who is on long service leave, was here with Anderson’s, Nick
Broekhof has been here a long time. I couldn’t do it without
them., I really couldn’t. They’ve taught me along the way as
well.
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On top of that, Monbulk has always been a close-knit community, and it is one that has welcomed Julie.
It’s a fantastic local community around here, that’s the other
thing. Paul used to say Monbulk is a great small community.
Everybody knows everybody. Most of the customers who
come here, one of the staff will know them. And we’ve got
John who works on a Friday, he is in his early 70s, he has been
here for about 50 years, but he still loves to come in. He is only
here for four hours now because he hasn’t been well. But I said
to him, I don’t care if you come in for two hours. Some customers still come just to see him. It’s worth having him here for one
or two hours, or whatever.
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A good store needs to make a great
entrance. Julie makes good use of colour
in the entrance to create a welcoming
effect: the bright orange wheelbarrows
(next to garden carts), the colourful
outdoor furniture, and bright trolleys in
the background.
The cement mixer is there for a range of
reasons. It’s bright orange, which helps,
but it is also an indication that this store
carries “serious” trade supplies — it punctuates the surrounding consumer goods.
Also, as Julie notes, the store has had
challenges moving more big ticket items,
so positioning the $699 mixer out the
front makes sense.
After the initial “approach” layer of merchandise, there is an inner layer as well,
under the portico. This features items such
as more elaborate outdoor furniture — and
floormats, which customers may well be
thinking of as they enter a store.

The community has been great, they have been fabulous. I am
part of the Monbulk community network, it’s good to be part
of the community. I can now walk down the street and know a
few people.

Equally, though, Julie has brought a lot of experience from
outside the hardware industry that has helped her understand the retail business in interesting ways.
I’ve worked with children and with teachers. Someone said to
me, if you work with children and teachers then you can work
with anybody! I used to manage 50 teachers on staff and 480
kids were I worked, and this is so much easier. But I knew that
work so well that it came fairly easy to me. But when you don’t
know hardware that well, you sometimes find yourself thinking
“now wait on a minute...”
That experience has especially helped her in making the
workplace a pleasant place for her staff, helping them to be
more secure in their work.
My background is in school administration where you have to
deal with children, parents and teachers. I had to make sure
that they all worked together, and I was continually doing that.
Making sure that the parents were okay, the children were
okay, and the teachers were okay. I’m not saying that came
naturally... I’ve also got five children so you get used to dealing
with the kids. That’s just a natural instinct I’ve got, I think. But I
just want everyone to get on!
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Checkout the checkout. Like many
things at Murphy’s, this looks simple,
but is really well thought-out. In
particular, for a busy regional clientele,
Julie has held back on the “impulse
buy” selection, sticking to the popular
chocolate bars in front, a display of
LED headlamps, and a very desirable
(though pricey) Stanley FatMax tape
measure.
The choice of including the key-cutting area here is interesting. Key-cutting
is often an impulse buy, as something
customers need, but put off until
reminded. Having this at the checkout
counter means there is more chance
of “instant service”, making it more
accessible.
Gift cards are another impulse buy,
and the row of old photos on the
back wall, plus the sponsorship and
thankyou certificatss remind customers that the store really is part of the
community.

Bringing the staff together was a very important thing. We all
work together. I am new to it. I am going to ask questions. I’m
not doing it to make you feel intimidated. I just want to learn.

It was one area where Julie was very confident in making
early changes.
I think Gary had a more hierarchical style of management,
which was the way he was. You do it his way, or no way. And
I think some of the staff found that hard. You also need to let
staff find their own way. They know the customers. Sometimes
they’ll say I want to do it this way even though you know it
might not work, other times they say your way worked better,
or I’ll say your way didn’t work. But that’s how we all learn.
For example, sometimes the staff would treat the suppliers
as if they were just suppliers. I don’t think you can actually do
that. They are people; they are trying to do us a favour. Trying
to work together.
Now the staff all give them time. Nick’s great, he gives them a
lot of time. And I know the boys in the timber yard have a great
relationship with the timber people. Because up here that’s
what it’s all about.
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That said, Julie does face times that require a sterner approach, and it is something she can find difficult.
You do have to make it work, and I can be very soft. I am too
soft sometimes, and I think I could be a little harder. Sometimes I do have to make the hard decisions, and sometimes I’m
not good at making those hard calls.

Many home improvement stores will tend
to position “bargain bins” towards the back of
the store, or in semi-concealed locations. The
thinking seems to be that as these products will
have a low-margin, they should be sold from
non-premium store space.
However, discount bargains are about a lot
more than margins. They have more to do
with volume selling, and also provide a price
“surprise” that sets the customer up for further
spending.
What Murphy’s also gets right is something
that Bunnings has done for a long time (and
Masters never got around to understanding):
slightly “rough” displays are often a signal to
consumers of bargains and good value. Could
these tables be made to look “prettier”? Certainly. Would they work as well? Probably not.
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Learning path
Julie is quick to point to the areas where she knows she
still needs to further develop her abilities. At the moment,
she is concentrating on product knowledge.
It’s knowing what sells, what doesn’t sell, it’s the ordering. But
fortunately I have taken over the ordering, and that’s helped
me learn more about the products, and I love to get on the
shop floor, and even put stock away! Every day I learn something new about a product.
Yesterday it was hex drill bits. It was at the end of the day between 4.30pm and 5.30pm. It is usually quiet, but not yester-
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Conventional retail wisdom suggests that
customers on entering a store will tend to turn
to the right, and then go through the store in
a counter-clockwise direction. Murphy’s has
followed this advice, and placed one of its
premium ranges, power tools and accessories,
directly to the right of the entrance.
Store owner Julie Murphy confesses this
section of the store is still a “work in progress”.
Certainly the fundamentals are there, with two
mid-height bench displays. The store follows
the Mitre 10/HTH convention of placing sales
stock below the display bench, behind wire
doors. Convenient for staff, but is it the best for
customers? Bunnings leaves the stock open
to the customers so they can read the boxes.
A compromise might be locking doors which
display empty boxes on the external surface.
The real problem that Julie and other small
to medium size stores face is with ranging. The
tool ranges of the major manufacturers are
geared for big-box, specialist and online stores,
offering a wide variety. The companies no longer provide a central, “hero” tool for a range.
In fact — sadly — there is probably only one
tool brand that gets this right — and that’s
Ryobi. Which is, of course, Bunnings-only. Worx
tries a little too hard to be “unique”. Bosch
Green seems to have stalled its recent innovative drive. The Makita MT Series comes close,
but only the corded tools make sense — cordless
are at a price point too close to standard Makita.
One way out is, for DIYers, to consider the 12volt tool ranges, such as Bosch Blue. However,
as these have not been marketed well in Australia, that could be risky.
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day. It was just myself and Chloe, who is 17. This customer
came in, and we were like Huey and Dewey. I had to get
Justin from the timber yard to come and help us, because
neither of us really understood what this man wanted.
So Justin came up, and we sold the customer what he
wanted. The customers are great like that too. I often tell
customers, I can’t help you but I’ll get an expert to help
you — and they still appreciate it.

While there may be gaps in her knowledge, Julie has
found that she does have capabilities equal to the task.
Besides product knowledge, a lot of it is common sense
and coming from a school background, I am used to that.
A lot of the issues that come up here, I I feel like we can
work through this and it’s not the end of the world.
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One thing she did need to tackle, early on, was realising she had to find her own way of doing things, and that
she just couldn’t think in terms of “what would Paul have
done?”
I just wanted to it to be run the way Paul ran it, I think in
those first few years. Now that I’ve come in full-time, I can
see I need to put my own stamp on things. And sometimes I still think, would Paul like/do that? And the staff do
the same. I found myself thinking, “Paul used to do it this
way so we have to do it this way.”
Over the last 12 months, I don’t hear it as much. But I did
hear it in those first few months, oh this is how Paul did
it. And even in the office, this is the way Paul did it, and I
go yeah but times change. We have to move the with the
times.
That said, we still have a few old-fashioned ways. We still
receive our goods manually, and someone still marks
them off. But that’s the way we know, and it works well, so
why change something that works well?
One of the key parts of establishing new ways of doing
things has been improving transparency, by giving the
staff an overview of how the business itself is doing.
It has also been important to integrate staff, to help make
them aware of the business, make them aware of how we
are doing. Before we started that, it was all very much a
“secret”. But they need to know how we are tracking, they
need to be rewarded for the good work.
Julie has also worked hard to modernise the business
in other ways as well.
Having come from an office — and with an administrative background — I found some of the way things were
done to be quite archaic. They didn’t email very much,
they sent everything by mail, and our accounting system
wasn’t online. So that part was challenging because they
were very set in their ways. But Wendy is fantastic, she just
moved with it.
We also have to market it differently, we’ve got to use social media. So hopefully I am changing things. slowly, but
I had to do it slowly. For them and for myself.
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Top, with an overall neutral palette of white throughout the store, using a dash of colour on the endcaps
in the form of the Mitre 10 signage, makes them
really stand out. Middle, Murphy’s makes good use
of endcaps for clearance and special sales. Again, here
the bright colours of the packaging helps the endcap
really stand out. Bottom, a lower endcap near the front
of the store is used for a group of Crescent brand tools
and worklights. These are attractive due to pricing, but
also signal what is in the aisles behind them.

It’s an approach that really shows in the way Julie has
organised the administrative side of the business. Far too
many stores have owners who are almost totally focused
on the store-floor itself, and spend most of their time
managing from there, with someone in charge of administration parked back in a pokey office somewhere.
At Murphy’s Mitre 10, the first thing you see when you
wander into the office area is two staff perched in front
of modern PCs at either end of a small anteroom, tending
to matters such as accounts and staff scheduling. Julie
herself works from a clean, uncluttered modern office,
which is very evidently her “home” at work.

Management metrics
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An important part of Julie’s effort to understand retail,
and home improvement retail in particular, was coming
to grips with the numbers the business generates. As
with all retail, one of the fundamental percentages she
keeps an eye on is the margin.
I always look at the percentages, especially the margins
to make sure everything is okay. That was one of the big
things when I did come in. We were losing money because of price increases, as no one in the store had put
prices up since 2013.
That was a big thing that I had to do, and we looked at all
the pricing, and that certainly helped to increase our margin. Because we fixed the pricing. So I am on top of that,
and I do the pricing. It allows me to feel as though I’m
having a little bit of control by doing the pricing. Whereas
before, it was put by the wayside. I don’t think anyone was
looking at it after Paul died.
Of course, just looking at the numbers is not enough.
To really help the bottom line along, it is vital that store
owners and staff know what needs to be done to gain
profitability. Julie credits help from Mitre 10, and in
particular Evan Crick, who owned Torquay Mitre 10, for
showing her how to go down the path of better profits.
I look at the bottom figure I guess, to make sure we’re
making money. And we are not spending too much money. That’s where Evan from Mitre 10 was terrific. He came
in and did a bit of consulting with us. He talked to the staff
about add-on sales, customer service. He gave a great
presentation, but he also supplied me with spreadsheets
In many home improvement stores,
it’s not unusual to see rows of neatly
displayed merchandise — then a clothing
section which is near total chaos.
Murphy’s presents a near-perfect, simple,
compact display of trade clothing, in a
very well-planned store location.
Those two elements — display and
location— actually are closely meshed. The
key to organising this clothing section is
to make use of height, which means the
display needs to be against a back wall.
Using height, the shirts can be displayed

in a double-height display. The long
trousers are displayed above, and the
matching shorts are displayed directly
below them. Note that the trousers are
not on horizontal racks, but longitudinal
hooks, which means they are easier to
view, and take up less wall space.
The workboots are displayed on long
horizontal racks, by style and size — just
like every shoe shop on the planet does it.
And don’t discount the display of undies.
In regional areas such as Monbulk the
next undie store may be 10km away.
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and tools to be able to look at it and say, “Okay we’re
making this much money, we are spending this much
money.”

Evan was terrific in supplying me with that tool. I look at
that weekly, and monthly I’ve been going through the
figures for the last couple of years now. I learnt that along
the way, so I can actually look at it, and see the bottom
line.
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One of the key considerations for any retail operation,
but particularly for home improvement where service is
a real requirement, is the staffing level, and keeping track
of staff costs. Again, Mitre 10 helped Julie to get to grips
with this task.
Wendy does all the staffing, but as far as staff ratio to
dollar, that was another difficult thing we had to deal with.
We were overstaffed. Mitre 10 staff put me onto a wage
system that actually analyses what you are spending on
wages in the context of what you were bringing in. And
that gives us reports to now, say, keep your costs under
18%. I think Bunnings run it at around 14%. We are about
18% up here which is probably a little high but it works
well for us.
This also gives me the flexibility. There are the three of
us in the office usually and that’s probably a lot, but it
gives me the flexibility to do other things, because I am
involved in things like Women in Hardware. This takes up
a little bit of time but the setup allows me to do it because
I know there is Wendy and Lindi running the store.
Another area that Julie had to deal with in Monbulk
was the difficulty of moving to a more modern, online
accounting system for the business. While that really
improved the way the business was being run, it also
introduced an additional point of potential failure:
One thing we have trouble with is internet up here. We
had three weeks with hardly any internet. It was on and
off. We got a new modem. We changed wiring. We had
Telstra out here several times. Telstra and I are not friends.
But we think it might be the NBN; they are coming to start
the NBN and they were digging. And the Internet will just
drop out and we’d have no EFT.
The staff were great. One day we had no EFT at all. I
bought them all flowers the next day — though the guys
got beer. Because they were dealing with no internet, no
EFT, nothing. Now we can do EFT because we’ve got 3G.
That’s just happened in the last couple of weeks.

The store profile
On entering Murphy’s Mitre 10 your first impression
is that Julie and her floor manager Nick Broekhof have
managed to create a space that feels bigger than its
nominal 2800 square metres of floorspace. That is quite
a feat in hardware retail, where both very small and very
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Perhaps modelled on the dump bins that are supplied
to Mitre 10’s Sapphire stores, these dump bins
were custom-made for Murphy’s. They are an ideal
dimension for a store of this size, making it easy to
put them in the best places. Top, using dump bins at
the entrance to back aisles is an effective technique.
Middle, the “corners” of traffic are another good spot
to stimulate an impulse buy. Bottom, adding a sign
to dump bins makes it easier for customers to identify
their content at a distance.

large products are featured, and part of the name of the
game is to have as broad a range as possible. Many hardware stores, even those larger than Murphy’s, manage
something you might call the “reverse Tardis effect”: they
make a big space seem much smaller than it really is.
What Julie has done with the space is to clearly follow
through on three basics of good retail design: “staging” of
the customer journey through the store, the application
of appropriate scale to the displays, and a good understanding of how to manage standard sales displays of
typical merchandise, and the display of more “impulse”
buys.

Staging
Of the three, the one that Julie and her team excel at,
and which is, for a smaller store, of key importance, is
staging. Staging really refers to tracking the progress of
customers through the store, and providing them with a
set “view” at each stage of that journey.
In Murphy’s Mitre 10 this begins with the first thing
the customer sees when coming in the front entrance: a
long, wide discount table, with two levels of discounted
goods. Immediately to the right of this are two aisles of
power tools.
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These aisles and the adjacent aisles are kept low,
providing a clear view of the back walls, and promoting
the open, spacious aspect of the store. Turning right and
facing towards them, behind to the right are power tool
accessories, such as cutting wheels. Along to the left, are
the more specialised power tools, such as nailguns.
The endcaps on the power tool aisles are used for a
mixture of seasonal sales, in spring barbecue charcoal
and storage containers (spring cleaning), along with
more discount stock, such as the last of the winter’s electric heaters. Turning back to the main direction of entry,
the endcaps of the aisles just beyond the big discount
table are a mixture of more seasonal goods, in this case
axes, along with “specials” that hint at the products on
the aisle shelving, such as fasteners, in this case for nailguns. This meshes nicely with what customers looking
at the nailguns along the back wall will see these when
they turn back towards the centre of the store.
One of the important elements to creating successful
staging is the colour palette used in the store. All too often stores tend to use a dominant darker colour (in Mitre
10 usually the brand’s darker blue). That can work in larger spaces, such as the dominant red that runs through
Bunnings stores (dark green is actually the brand’s foreground colour). In smaller stores, the dark colours tend
to add to the reverse-Tardis effect, shrinking the space.
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Murphy’s also has an extensive timber yard. “I know
the boys in the timber yard have a great relationship
with the timber people. Because up here that’s what
it’s all about,” Julie tells us.

Universally, you really need to go with a light colour,
accented with darker colours. Murphy’s has a very
tightly controlled palette, with the main background in
a softer white, outlined with racking and shelving in a
“clay” colour, which splits the difference between a soft
grey and an off-white. This is accented with the three
shades of Mitre 10 blue, which contrasts with the whites
to produce a sense of crispness and liveliness.
There is a lot going on in this entryway space, but it’s
not annoying because underlying the displays is a form
of “narrative” that helps to make sense of what is seen.
The discounts are enticing, and, like the “pods” of specials in a Bunnings warehouse, they provide the drama
of “surprise”, resetting customer expectations of what
they can afford. The seasonal goods trigger the “oh, that’s
right, I’m going to need that now” buying behaviour,
which can turn a $10 pick-up-a-lightbulb shopping trip
into a $100 buying-the-essentials shopping trip.
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While she has been very inventive, Julie has some concerns about the displays, and the ways in which she has
changed the store. As she explains:
I like the merchandising side of it. When I first started
here full-time last year, I spent a lot of time cleaning up
what was done, changing areas. We re-jigged the paint
area and changed where plumbing and housewares were
placed, as previously this was stuck in the corner. But I
wonder if that’s because we have got a few females on
staff, and females look at it a bit differently.
Sometimes I find I put my views across more than probably what I should, I should probably be thinking more
of the customer. I often think I like it like that so that’s the
way it should be. But then I wonder if the customer likes
it like that. Is a male customer going to look at it and think
“that’s not the way to do it”?
If there is something that could be identified as “feminine” about the layout of the store, it’s that it is borrowing heavily from the way that women’s fashion and
homewares retailers design the shopping experience.
That design, however, has as much to do with male designers as women, so what Julie is doing here is very far
from the idea of a “woman’s touch”, and more to do with
a cross-fertilisation from forms of retail that are considerably ahead of home improvement retail in this regards.
“Traditional” home improvement retail design relies
primarily on defined categories that are laid out in an
understandable way, like an indexed collection for the
customer to browse, with the odd impulse-buy, cross-category display thrown in. This is, essentially, the way
goods for the building trades get displayed, because
tradies (mostly) know what they want, and need to get
in and get out and back to the job as quickly as possible.
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At one time this location also housed the Anderson’s
produce market. Julie has taken that space and
converted to the sale of supplies hobby farmers might
need, such as chicken feed. Bulk building supplies
such as sand are also part of the Murphy business

Particularly when it comes to Mitre 10, this has been (unfortunately) a little cross-fertilised with supermarket-style
displays.
The kind of display that Julie and her team are promoting
at Murphy’s Mitre 10 is actually needs-based. Good fashion
retailers are not just putting goods out for sale, they are also
informing and assisting their clients, reminding them what
is in style, and showing how they can follow those styles in
a way that suits their body shape and the rest of their wardrobe.
The entryway at Murphy’s is showing off what is new,
what is discounted, and what the customer will be needing
this season. It is prompting, reminding and enticing. This
enticement takes place at both ends of customer expectations: this is going cheap, and this over here is brand new and
different.
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One area that Murphy’s Mitre 10 really shows up as lacking
industry-wide for many independent hardware stores is power tool ranging. Julie mentions this as one of the areas that
she and Nick are concentrating on developing.
We fixed that [the power tool display] about six months ago.
Mitre 10 do an HSA , they come through the store and critique
you, in a way. They say this area needs doing or improving,
and they do it once or twice a year. And they did it not long
after I started in the chair full-time. The first results were not
really good. One of the things they mentioned were the power
tools. It was pretty messy, so we decided to focus on the power tools. Nick and I did the power tools.
We did the first bay of power tools that features Rockwell/
Worx and that is nice and bright. But the next bay we are still
working out what to put there. It’s hard for me at the moment
know which power tool sells. It’s really hard to know what will
sell up here.
It’s getting to know your demographics. At the moment, we
have Makita and DeWalt and Bosch. So with got a bit of everything at the moment to trial it but we’re trying to streamline
it now. And now I’m looking at the Makita MT series which is
slightly cheaper, but still has the name. But you get to know
what sits there on the shelves for a while.
While Julie, in typical good retailer fashion, looks to herself
and her store’s own practices in relation to fixing the power tool range problem, the reality is that most of the power
tool manufacturers distributing in Australia are really letting down independent retailers in terms of the ranges they
offer. Instead of providing clear “hero” tools that consumers
and the handyman trades can buy with confidence, they’ve
presented a bewildering range of possibilities, that only an
online-based retailer, a specialty shop, or Bunnings could possible begin to stock. For example, Makita alone now offers 18volt, compact 18-volt, 12-volt (aka 10.8-volt), and the MT Series.
Julie thus faces the same problem that most smaller
independents face: find a way to work with the mainstream
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“It’s getting
to know your
demographics.
At the moment,
we have Makita and DeWalt
and Bosch. So
with got a bit of
everything at the
moment to trial it
but we’re trying
to streamline it
now. And now
I’m looking at the
Makita MT series
which is slightly
cheaper, but still
has the name.”
— Julie Murphy

brands, or head off into some of the better-suited, but less
known alternatives. For example, Hitachi offers just the
right kind of range for smaller independents, but it’s a lesser-known brand with which consumers are not comfortable.
The Bosch Blue 12-volt range is a great choice for consumers
as well, but none of the manufacturers have done a decent
job in marketing 12-volt.
There is a lot more that could be said about how Julie
and her team have developed staging in Murphy’s, including
making the back end of the lower level which leads directly
on from the entrance into a packed ranging of a wide variety
of essentials, including automotive, fasteners and clothing,
where it’s easy to select goods and the main choices are displayed clearly. It is not universally great everywhere, but the
places where attention has been paid, Julie has found some
slightly unconventional solutions that really work.

Scale
After staging, the area where most smaller retailers run
into problems is in finding a suitable scale for displays in
their stores. All too often, you find that small retailers have
copied displays from larger stores (including Bunnings, as
well as Masters). This is particularly true of key areas such as
endcaps.
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While the endcap designs that Julie and her team use at
Murphy’s might strike some retailers as unimpressive, they
are, in fact, just right. For the most part they are aimed not at
boosting just one particular product, but an associated range
of products, which are displayed simply and clearly.
The real triumph of scale in Murphy’s, however, can be
seen in the development of its paint department. All too often
smaller stores will either overdo the paint department (such
as at Gay’s in Ballarat, we would suggest), so that it looks glorious, but just overwhelms much of the store. Equally, other
stores will shrink it down to a tiny counter at the back of the
store, which can’t cope with more than two customers at a
time.
The paint area in Murphy’s is, somehow, exactly the right
size. It is in the front section of an elevated section of the
store (reachable by a wheelchair-accessible ramp), with the
well-lit colour cards providing the background to an open
space. A key element of the success of this area are the two
tables that Nick himself custom built for the area. That there
are two tables — one for the mixing process, and one for
customers to browser through colours — is very important.
Nick has also just done an outstanding job in designing these
display elements. They are a perfect size and a perfect height.
It is the work of someone with a very good design sensibility,
and good construction skills.
The other very noticeable area where scale comes into play
is in the store’s signage. Time and again HNN has seen store
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browser through
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owners (particularly for Mitre 10) go for the largest signs
possible in their medium-size stores, perhaps thinking that
the big banners increase the sense of space. They really don’t.
After spending some time in these stores, it’s actually possible
to start feeling that Scott Cam is some kind of Orwellian Big
Brother character (“Big Brother is always watching”). It can
feel claustrophobic and a little oppressive.
Murphy’s uses a size of signage that on first impressions
can seem just slightly undersized — but is actually exactly
the right size. The store definitely helps Mitre 10 get its money’s worth from the Scott Cam brand ambassador contract,
but the branding messages are an accent rather than a focus.
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Of all the areas in Murphy’s, the paint department may be the most successful. Again, good
use is made of a back wall, enabling the paint
display to spread out horizontally. Brightly lit to
show the colour selection, it provides a note of
drama in a slightly dimmer region of the store
floor.
A key design decision was choosing to have
two separate tables/counters, one for customer
conversations, and a mixing/service counter.
Nick built these himself, and he’s done a great
job, both in terms of fit and finish, and the size/
design aspects.
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This same understanding of scaling also applies, very
importantly, to the category and aisle labelling in the store.
Again, many retailers would at first think that these “guideposts” are a little small, but they work best at this size. The
golden rule for all such signage is this: customers must see
the products on display first, then notice the labelling second.

Displays: standard versus impulse
If you were to point to one single area that divides good
hardware retailers from those that will tend to underperform
it is the way in which they handle the “dump bin”, in-aisle
displays of merchandise.
All too often, when you visit underperforming stores you
find that the logic being used to fill these displays is that
product X is not selling very well on the shelf, so it gets
moved to the dump display. This will work, of course — suddenly product X is selling at twice the rate it did formerly.
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The problem here is the opportunity cost. One way of looking at how to use dump displays is that whatever product
gets put in them has to be able to “pay the rent” on a premium
space. It’s likely that the margins on product X are not all
that great, so the increase in sales generated are not going to
“pay the rent”. Instead, it’s better to use these positions either
for potential high-volume goods (which can include end-ofseason, or bulk purchased discounts), or for goods that enjoy
a naturally high margin.
The rest of the goods, with average margins and average
volume of sales, really do simply have to earn their place on
the standard shelves. There is only so much impulse-buy
display space, and it needs to be used in the most effective
manner possible.
Murphy’s makes good use of these effective areas for product placement. They’ve gone so far, in fact, as to have a contractor build small wooden bins that duplicate those found
in Mitre 10’s Sapphire stores, and added to these, importantly,
signage, so not only do customers “bump” into the dump bins,
they can be attracted to them from a distance as well.
The table we had up for Father’s Day, that’s what people go
for. And those end aisles (endcaps), we need things that are
cheaper that will sell rather than high-end products. They don’t
want that up here.
A good example of the kind of process Julie goes through
in deciding what to stock and where to stock it is the recent
500g container of Osmocote that Mitre 10 decided to make a
feature of its spring catalogue.
We’ve never stocked 500g containers of Osmocote before
[as featured in the Mitre 10 catalogue], we’ve always stocked
700g. Bunnings and Woollies which is down the road have
always had the 500g. That was our point of difference because
we always had the 700g.
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“Those end
aisles (endcaps),
we need things
that are cheaper
that will sell rather than high-end
products. They
don’t want that
up here.”
— Julie Murphy

Now the buyers at Mitre 10 decided that we will have the 500g
and it’s quite cheap. So I just thought I don’t want to stock it all
the time because we’ve got Woollies so close. so I’ve ordered
enough to go into a dump bin for $5, which is a good price.
But Bunnings has reacted to our price and they have gone
down under that.
So I will put it in a dump bin out the front, because up here
there’s a lot of flower growers. We sell a lot of garden products. And if they are not flower growers there are a lot of
amateur gardeners.

We are always focusing on what will sell, so will will move the
tools out from the front of the store and replace them with
dump bins of Osmocote. And we will do nice colourful hoses
around it, colourful tools, colourful watering cans on an endcap so hopefully the locals will see those, and they will be at
fairly good prices.

Where the challenges are
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Julie is very open about the areas where Murphy’s is still
struggling to find the best way to sell products, and some of
the ranging missteps the store has taken. What works in one
store just doesn’t always work elsewhere.
At one stage last year, I thought I’d really like to have some
nice homeware products. So I went and talked to another Mitre 10 store in Richmond. She was really into homewares and I
was very keen, got all this homeware stuff, but it doesn’t sell up
here. I had to learn what sells.
Some conventional categories create problems in the store.
We struggle a bit with outdoor furniture, we struggle with big
ticket items. I don’t know if people think to come here to buy
those items. I’m not sure if they go to Harvey Norman and now
Aldi, we have Aldi now down the road and they have some
pretty good bargains. I am starting to look at Aldi now. Before
I was always looking at what Bunnings was doing but because
of Aldi, you have to look at what they are doing as well.

The market
Finding the right balance between trade and consumer
sales is something that is particularly difficult for mid-sized
stores. It’s not only about the stock and ranges, it also gets
into the financial situation, as many trade buyers seek extended credit terms.
We are about half and half, tradies and DIY. Some months
we can be 60-40, trade DIY, other times it could be 55-45. It’s
pretty evenly balanced, our customers.
We are trying to increase the trade. One of our guys in the
yard, we have put him out on the road two days a week, to
bring in more tradies. We’ve got some great builders, they are
very loyal, but we feel that we need more bigger builders. But
that’s getting out of my comfort zone, giving them accounts,
so that they spend more money. Am I prepared to let them
spend more money so that I am owed more money?
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But if you are going to grow your business, then you have to
go out on a limb and take some risks, a little bit. So we’ve sent
Daniel out on the road a few days a week.

To some extent, having to do this kind of very active
marketing indicates that, for regional Victoria at least, the
Mitre 10 brand may not be as effective as it is in more urban
areas. While Julie obviously values all the help and assistance
she has received from Mitre 10 and its executives, she’s less
certain about other aspects of the brand. There is a sense
that the brand is increasingly skewed towards larger stores in
inner urban areas.
We don’t do everything through Mitre 10 because we are up
here and our needs are little bit different. And now we are with
HBT and we are slowly finding some of their direct suppliers
are good for us because we are a different demographic to a
store in Doncaster, to Richmond, to Diamond Creek.
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In the end, rather than pure branding, Julie sees the store’s
genuine engagement in the local community, its support, and
the store’s long history matter the most.
The store has been Mitre 10 for a long time, but do the customers really care that we are Mitre 10 up here? I don’t really
think so. I think they shop here because we are local. It’s what
we offer, the familiar staff, and so forth. They don’t shop here
because we are Mitre 10. I know that.
It’s more about what we offer the local people. And we try and
get involved with local activities like sponsoring the footy club,
the soccer club, the pony club. Nick is a member of the footy
club and he knows everyone, so he is also an ambassador for
us as well as for himself.
It’s a real community and I love that. It surprised me, I think, the
loyalty of people up here.
That said, the support Mitre 10 has given me has been brilliant. I could not have done it without them or Ian.
Julie also does have some ongoing concerns about what
the acquisition and subsequent merger with the Home Timber & Hardware Group will mean for Mitre 10 in the future.
Hopefully the merger does help us. In the beginning I was
all for it. And I know Paul would have been for it. The coming
together, the buying power. But we don’t want it to become all
corporate because that’s not what we are about here. We want
to run an independent business and be proud of it. We are not
part of the chain.
I came away thinking that the last HBT conference [which
I attended] was the way that Mitre 10 used to be. It was all
about families and kids. I’ve been going to the Mitre 10 Expo
for 25 years, and it’s what we used to be. As I sat there [at the
HBT conference] I thought that’s what I still want it to be. I still
want it to be like that. That impressed me, that part of HBT
impressed me.
It might be a different story for a store like Richmond Mitre 10.
They are more of a city/corporate store, and there’s a lot more
Mitre 10 stores that are becoming corporate stores.
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Women in hardware
One area where Mitre 10 has definitely been a big support
for Julie (as has HBT) is in her efforts to help the Women in
Hardware movement to get going. As is often the case for
movements such as this, its origins for Julie were an unfortunate encounter with a somewhat unthinking organisation.
I was invited last year to a hardware function by Ian. It was a
Christmas luncheon for past hardware legends. I knew a lot of
them because Paul was on the board, and I love catching up
with them. So of course I’d love to go. Then I get an email back
that said, sorry you can’t go, because you are female.
Well, Ian reacted not very nicely and sent a terrible email back
to say how dare you do that. Julie is a person in hardware,
she’s been in hardware for 17 years. I said to him let it go, if
they want to be archaic and can only have men at their club, so
be it. Apparently it was always men only, and Paul was part of
this club. Before, I don’t think it was ever an issue. But anyway, I
said let it go, it’s no big deal. And Ian said well,I’m never going
to be part of it.
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Fortunately, other parts of the industry, in particular Mitre
10, were more ethical and modern in their approach.
I ended up at the Mitre 10 Christmas Victorian function and I
was talking to Greg McKeane, and I was telling him my story,
laughing about it. And he said, I’ve got the perfect person to
put you in touch with. Gloria Jacob from Western Australia.
She’s got a Home Timber & Hardware store in Port Hedland,
and the previous year she and another woman from Home
started a Women in Hardware group.
She had been mentoring a few women in Home Timber &
Hardware. One was in South Australia who was put in contact
with Gloria, just to give her some help because she felt isolated as a woman. So this group started but it never got off the
ground because of the merger [after Metcash’s acquisition of
HTH].
So I rang Gloria and told her my story. She said I think we need
to get a group together. So we nutted out some things. We
got together with Bridget O’Connor from HTH who was with us
in the beginning, but is no longer with us anymore. She was a
big part of getting this off the ground.
We said “Let’s have a breakfast at the Expo” [in February
2017]. That was the first one with Mitre 10 and Home Hardware. We can get a speaker and see if people are interested
in being part of the group. So we put it out there and got Scott
Wiseman from Hardware Australia involved. He was really
helpful with the communications. He had a database to get
it out there. So we decided to present at the Expo just to see
what women wanted. A women-only breakfast.
I was a little hesitant because I thought we can’t be “women-only” because I wasn’t happy with “men-only”. In the end,
Mark Laidlaw came, and Scott came, so it wasn’t women only.
Mark spoke and said it was a great initiative for women. So it
was a success. We thought we’d have about 40 people come
but there were about 120 who replied. We had women sup-
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“I came away
thinking that the
last HBT conference [which I attended] was the
way that Mitre
10 used to be.
It was all about
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that’s what I still
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still want it to be
like that.”
-Julie Murphy

pliers who want to come as well, but we had to say we can’t,
because we could only accommodate 120.

Gloria is a great speaker, much better than I am, but we both
put our stories out there. We both said we wanted a group that
could just get together. Women get together in a social situation really well, and talk about their families as well is business.
We wanted some forum where we could do that.
It’s been slow getting off the ground. We now have a committee where Gloria and I are co-chairpeople, and we’ve got
Hayley Quick from Mitre 10 Western Australia as our secretary,
she controls it all.
Once a month we have a teleconference with people that
represent each state. So we’ve got Louise from Chelsea Mitre
10 and Georgina Wright from head office; and we’ve got Julia
Myers from Selleys. And we are slowly deciding we are all
going to do.
There is a Facebook page happening, free membership until
the next Expo where we will present and start charging for
membership. We can’t start charging until we know what direction we are heading in. We’ve got regional meetings coming up and we’re deciding whether there should be a social
get-together at these meetings.
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It’s just about mentoring, about supporting women, acknowledging that there are lots of women in hardware and not
just men. There’s a lot of women out there who might want
to make a career out of it and want to be supportive of that. I
have daughters and I want them to know that hardware is not
just a man’s industry. There are so many women out there running hardware businesses, or they are in with their husbands
and they have always been in the background, but this is their
chance to say, “I am a huge part of this business, I might just sit
in the office, but am the one actually running the store”.

After Mitre 10 helped get the community started, HBT
picked up the ball, and provided the group with a forum at its
2017 Conference in Sydney.
When we presented at the HBT conference in May, we got
about 40 to 50 people respond and that was an eye-opener
because there are a lot of rural, country stores. They were fantastic, they were the ones with the husband running the store
and they are the ones that have always come along to things,
but the women were really running the store. They were so
keen so we’ve opened it up to all independent hardware people. Women and men — we will have male speakers. Everyone
is so excited. They just want to see something for women.
We are part of Hardware Australia now so we can open up
training for women. I think female tradies are great and I just
want to see more. And that’s why I want to get women in my
timber yard.

Analysis
We would suggest it is almost impossible to read about
Julie’s story, and not feel very positive about the future not
only of Murphy’s Mitre 10 in Monbulk, but the future of the
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industry as a whole as well. As long as businesswomen
such as Julie Murphy are attracted to home improvement retail, and are keen to initiate networking, learning opportunities, as well as contributing their unique
analysis and viewpoints, the independent hardware
industry will continue to grow and thrive.
It’s evident just how much the input from someone
like Julie can affect the entire industry. For example,
the floor manager Nick Broekhof has obviously flourished as a team leader under Julie’s management, and
has revealed some serious hardware retail skills, such
as his entire construction of the display tables for the
store’s paint section. It won’t be surprising if what we
see emerging from Julie’s and other women-run stores
is a new generation of hardware retail leaders, male
and female, who have been nourished and given opportunities to develop not necessarily always available
in other, more hierarchical organisations.
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The one thing HNN would like to draw the industry’s attention to, however, is how the narrative of the
“woman’s touch” is sometimes used in the industry to
undermine innovative developments. One prime example is how many of the innovations that Masters Home
Improvement brought to store design — innovations
which are still being adopted and copied by both Bunnings and Mitre 10 — were dismissed as being moves
designed to be “female friendly”.
It’s all too easy to fall into the trap of thinking that
when it comes to selling hardware to blokes, all you
need is some unfinished pine one-be-twelves plonked
on top of sawhorses in a tin shed, stocked with 10
horsepower concrete impact drills for the punter planning on putting up a set of bookshelves.
The changes to hardware retail which are referred
to as “female friendly” are, for the most part, simply
“consumer friendly”. They appeal to markets outside
of the “traditional” hardware market, which for many
home improvement retailers is centred on “blokes with
sheds”.
Today’s market, male and female is nuanced and
diverse. There are women looking for demolition
hammer drills to clear the tiles off the old bathroom
floor so they can lay the new ones, and there are men
seeking the perfect colour for the nursery room ceiling.Ignoring those new markets, which expect a higher
level of retail care, higher amenity, and stores that
make sense to people other than hardware experts,
amounts to leaving a lot of money on the table.
What Julie Murphy and other retailers who are good
businesspeople new to home improvement retail can
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bring to the industry is a fresh set of eyes, a ready appreciation for new techniques and approaches that can deliver
additional revenue streams, and revitalise many existing
revenue streams.
In short, yes, there is a lot that Julie and other retailers can
learn from long-term industry stalwarts. But the industry
is also going to have a lot of two-way traffic in the future,
as these new entrants takes those lessons and use them to
develop new and dynamic approaches to markets that are set
to evolve rapidly over the next five years.
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Lawrie Peck, Romak
In a business environment where the relationship between home improvement suppliers, buying groups and retailers can seem a
little fraught at times, Lawrie Peck and hardware company Romak could serve as an example of a better world.
Romak, of course, is one of the best known
names in hardware in Australia. The list of
what it can supply is so extensive it’s hard to
grasp. This includes: Bed fittings, brackets,
cabinet fittings, door fittings, door handles,
door locks, flyscreens, gate and garage fittings,
cabinet and door hinges, wheels and castors,
curtain fittings, grommets, nuts, washers,
sheds, house numbers, mailboxes, signs, bathroom and plumbing accessories, child safety
accessories, padlocks, mirror fittings, cleaning products, garage system storage, and, of
course, a wide range of shelving storage.
hnn.bz

Lawrie Peck of Romak.
Lawrie has spent his life
working in hardware, including the past 24 years
with Romak. Lawrie’s
approach to being a supplier is to back retailers
he believes them, and
help them to develop in
the industry.

Over the past 25 years and more it has filled a slot as a
supplier of choice to many hardware stores, big and small,
corporate and independent.
Lawrie has been part of Romak almost from the beginning.
Recently, the company has restructured, with the result that
Lawrie has found himself once again more heavily involved
with the side of the business that he most relishes: dealing
directly with independent retailers.

Lawrie’s background
Lawrie’s own life in hardware began at a very early age.
My father was a roof tiler and, during school holidays, I would
go with him on work sites and help him with roof tiling. I used
to talk to the builders working on the houses and knock off all
their nails. I used to pinch some of their tools and stuff! So I
was always in that environment.
After leaving school at 15, Lawrie ended up working at
what seems to have been virtually the university for many
hardware stalwarts, the hardware retailer McEwans.
Like a lot of people in the industry today, I started at McEwans.
I was with them for 13 years. That was back when the Luxton
family owned the business. So back then, in a sense it was a
family-owned business, an independent business. And it was
one of the major hardware stores.
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A little less than a third of McEwans was sold to Repco in
1979, which resulted in a partial exodus of staff, who went
to work elsewhere in the industry. Lawrie ended up leaving
the hardware industry for a short term, going to work for an
electrical company.
However, he wasn’t gone for long, soon returning to work
for HM Cowdroy. He parted ways with that company in the
depths of “the recession we had to have”, which began in
mid-1990. After working elsewhere for a brief period, Lawrie
accepted a position with Romak around 1993, and has stayed
with the company ever since.

Romak
Lawrie’s career at Romak started shortly after its original
owner had sold the company to Mark Wu. Mark had been
joined by Oscar Lin, who is a director, and one of the handson executives involved in the business.
Lawrie sees Romak as being in a very fortunate position. It
has a manufacturing base in China, with Chinese owners, but
a strong presence in Australia.
We are lucky at Romak, we have China-based owners, we have
manufacturing plants in China, we have a big distribution
centre in China. We are lucky in the sense that we have a lot of
openings that we can go to. For arguments sake, if there were
products made in China for storage or flat pack stuff, we would
be able to source it. We can respond quite quickly to different
product demands.
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We do our own manufacturing which is fantastic. We have a lot
of people contact us to see if we can make products for them.
So they can send samples and we’d just get it done and give
them a price, and it would have to be in the thousands for it to
work, but we are open to that.

Romak has a wide-ranging business, including sales to
North America.
Out of China they also export to America. We also manufacture for ED Oates, some of their buckets and things. They sell
those scissor brooms so we do those for them. We manufacture for McIntyre Steel and we used to manufacture a bit for
Geelong Sales, their tool boxes.
Romak at the moment is going through something of a
growth spurt, according to Lawrie, as it moves into new areas.
We are currently in the process of improving some of our
product ranges, and increasing our ranges especially in the
gate hardware side of the business. We are almost doubling
the size of that business.
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One piece of news that is really going to excite a lot of Romak customers is that the company has finally gotten around
to redesigning its packaging. While Romak products have
long been held in high regard, it has become almost traditional for long-standing customers to rag Lawrie about the
slightly “daggy” design of Romak’s packaging.
We are also looking at our packaging — which will probably
make a lot of people happy out there. We are redesigning our
packaging! We are currently employing a designer to do this.
We’ve designed some new boxes and we are doing them in
yellow to go with HBT colours. We are producing labels with
a photo on the front et cetera. And
we’ll be using them for a lot of our
bulk products. We are are doing all
this in-house which is exciting.
Romak is also pursuing deals
with fellow suppliers, with a view
to presenting a comprehensive
solution for retailers.
I can see a lot of growth for Romak hardware in the next 2 to 3
years. That’s got a lot to do with
the changes we’ve discussed with
some complementary suppliers.
Nowadays, much of Lawrie’s
attention is on the independent
Australian retailers.
I mainly concentrate on the HBT
group. We do a bit with the Natbuild group which is backed up by
Bowens and Dahlsens, always have
been. Then there is Hardware &
General up in Sydney.
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Typical use for Romak
shelving in a garage.
Can hold up to 625kg
when weight is evenly
distributed.

It’s a nice change from some of the tasks he’s had to do in
past years.
I was tied up in the office for about three years. I was still very
involved with the independents, but at the time we needed
someone with knowledge of the industry to service inquiries
that originated with Bunnings customers. A lot of end-consumers bought products, who had DIY issues with them. That took
up a lot of my time before we employed a few people to look
after that side of the business.
We used to receive about 90 to 100 calls per day, nationally.
They would ask, how do I install a door lock?
Well they probably shouldn’t have bought
one in the first place! They would mistakenly
buy a privacy lock and ask advice on how to
install it, as a front door lock.
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Not that Lawrie was idle during that
time. Aside from managing customer service calls (he was the only person who was
completely across all the Romak products),
and dealing with his favourite independents, he also helped get stuck into the
website tech.
We relaunched our new website a few years
ago. The website connects with the nav system. And the orders go straight out to the
warehouse. We never had that before, we
just had order pads and it was all manual.
The new program has been fantastic. If we
do any changes to our price files or anything, this a 24-hour change around and the
website is updated. So a member can login,
there is a history of their sales that they can
look at, they can automatically see what we
got in stock or what’s out of stock when they
are placing orders. Once they placed an
order, they automatically get confirmation
back about their order. And we’ve never had
that before so that’s been a great improvement.
It has speeded up the picking in the warehouse, and our order turnarounds have
speeded up. Now a lot of the orders can
go out the same day whereas before it took
3 to 4 days. Very rarely are we sitting on
orders that are two days old.

HBT origins
While Lawrie has contributed to Romak’s success in a wide variety of ways, it’s
evident that it is in dealing with independents, and especially HBT, that his talents
come into sharp focus. It actually wasn’t
that long after Lawrie started working for
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Romak has launched
a new custom display
rack for Romak products,
making it easier than
ever to stock a wide
range in a compact area.

Romak that the first stirrings of what would come to be the
Hardware & Building Traders (HBT) began.
When HBT was first formed, wholesalers like Romak used to
close over the Christmas period for three weeks or so. Prior
to this one Christmas, I heard a rumour in New South Wales
that there was going to be a split. There were some unhappy
people that will with the Danks group at the time. Back then
we didn’t have a great deal of business in New South Wales,
we only had a handful of customers. So I was desperate to find
out about this group.
It came up to the Christmas holidays when we traditionally
shut down so when we came back I started to put out the
feelers again to try and find out what was going on. And then
I received a call from Margaret Manwaring saying, look, we’ve
got this group of people that want to break away and form
another group. I thought, wow.
So we set up a meeting just outside of Sydney. That’s where
we met Mitch Cameron Mike Coates and Jeff Cornford. I took
Oscar Lin with us. Anyway, we sat around this table and they
told us the story, and I said yes let’s go with them, because I
love the independent side of the business and I want to see
these guys flourish. I said, let’s go ahead with it.
So Oscar and I came away, and I put a proposal together. We
submitted it to the group and they accepted it. So that’s where
it all sort of started.
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Looking at how successful and well-organised HBT is
today, it’s hard to believe, but the group really was started
on the spur of the moment, when a number of store owners
reached a breaking point with the buying group they belonged to.
In terms of history, there was so much negativity regarding that
particular buying group, this provided the motivation to start
another group. Mitch Cameron was the main driver, because
he was over it. It was a big gamble for them at the time, it
really was, it was a huge gamble for them to do it. And good
on him. I mean he just stood up to the pressures and saw the
opportunities.
So I think it was a gutsy decision. I
don’t think there was a lot of actual
thought, prior thought put into it. He
just had enough and came up with
this crazy idea, let’s form our own
buying group.
I think he walked out and he was followed by three or four others at that
particular meeting, and they went
and had a coffee somewhere and
that’s where it all sort of started. So it
was really over a coffee where they
decided, let’s do this, and that’s how
it happened. It wasn’t preplanned
or anything. It was like a spur of
the moment thing -- and they were
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Part of the HBT Conference experience is being
willing to “get your Pink
on”, and Lawrie (left)
delivers in spades.

probably absolutely panicking at the time!

HNN will definitely get the inside story of what happened
from Mitch one day, but all that Lawrie could tell us is that
there were questions Mitch wanted answered by Danks, and
he didn’t get the responses he needed. There were also, Lawrie tells us, some problems with catalogues.
At the time, there were the catalogues which forced members
to take on product that they don’t really need. They couldn’t
return that stuff if they couldn’t sell it, so they were stuck with
it. And that’s what HBT don’t do.

HBT Stage 2: Tim Starkey
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In the late 1990s HBT began employing the services of one
Tim Starkey to help manage the group. By 1999 HBT had
grown large enough that Mr Starkey could work full-time, as
the group’s hardware manager.
If you look at the history of HBT, I said to a few people at the
last conference, if anyone wanted to kick off that same sort of
scenario they would really struggle in this day and age. The
story of HBT will never happen again, I don’t think, to be honest. HBT will just continue on.
Tim Starkey used to say the only thing is that there will be an
exit of members because they are family businesses and the
kids don’t want to take over. That’s the only negative side of it,
I guess.
HBT members are so entrenched in what they are doing, I
don’t see another group coming out of that. If another buying
group was formed, he would have to be very special circumstances for them to change.
Tim has locked everyone in, bless his soul, he is the forebearer
virtually of what HBT is today. So many members had so much
respect for Tim. So I can’t see anyone forming another buying
group and taking away members from HBT. And a new group
would have to sign up suppliers. If suppliers already have a
deal with HBT then why would they bother? The only way they
bother is if the deal wasn’t as tough as what HBT might have
negotiated — but then they wouldn’t be in the marketplace,
would they?

HBT Stage 3
It’s hard to believe, but it is a year
since Tim Starkey passed away. In
that period HBT has continued to
build on the foundations he helped
to establish, and really thrived. One
particular bright spot has been
the ongoing development of the H
Hardware stores.
It’s exciting to see where HBT are
now, especially with the H Hardware
stores coming along and expanding. Let’s hope they do keep expanding and I hope they don’t go
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Lawrie Peck, left, and
Mitch Cameron, right,
with HNN publisher Betty Tanddo in the middle,
at the 2015 HBT Conference in Melbourne

down the corporate path — but I doubt it because that’s not
their culture.

In some ways, Lawrie was out ahead of the H Hardware
plan by a considerable margin.
I presented some H branding for hinges to the group about
eight years ago. It was when they were first talking about the
H business. And I said at the time we were set up to do that
but we would need a commitment from the stores, because
we would be just duplicating a product for a brand. So I had
our design team put together some product cards etc. to set
up the branding. Took it to the conference and presented it.
However, it was knocked on the head, at the time.
Lawrie has some ideas about how H branded products are
likely to develop in the future.
I think further down the track -- and they are probably already
doing it -- they will have an indent type of order. One-off special order branded stuff. Like they do with the wheelbarrows
and things like that.
Branding product can get complicated because there are so
many categories in a hardware store. Specifically for our area,
I’ve got about 23 different categories crossing over a whole
hardware store. I selected hinges for the H-branded product,
and that’s already a huge range. So I’m not sure where it’s
going but we are open to it. We can do it.

Ongoing relationship
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While many people know about the role people like Mitch
Cameron and Mike Coates played in getting HBT going, fewer
realise what a key role Lawrie has played in the lives of many
HBT store owners. Lawrie has found good retailers who were
in HBT but starting from a low base, and helped them bring
there stores along.
You talk to Wayne at Wynyard (Tassie store). I was just down
there a week ago and he still says to this day, that when he first
decided to join with HBT, his business was in a real mess. And
he did say that there were suppliers that wouldn’t take him on.
We were one of the ones that said, okay let’s go with you.
So he was like Chris Moorfoot, just buying ones or twos, and
we supported him. I just said, let’s get on with this guy, and his
margins went from really small to really big. To see his business today, it’s just incredible.
So that’s the relationship that Romak has had with HBT,
you hear those stories quite a lot.
We asked Chris Moorfoot to comment on his relationship
with Lawrie:
I would call Lawrie a “seasoned campaigner”. Someone who
has always been in hardware; it’s in his blood; his DNA.
He is so experienced. It’s great talking to people like him
because they have a lot of history in the business and so much
knowledge to willingly share. He seems to know all facets of
hardware and it is obvious that he cares about his customers
and the success of each of their businesses.
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“[Lawrie] is so
experienced.
It’s great talking
to people like
him because
they have a lot
of history in the
business and
so much knowledge to willingly
share.”
-Chris Moorfoot
H Hardware
Yarra Junction

And he is such a likeable bloke; we are always happy to welcome him into the store, in fact we don’t even ask.

Chris is particularly impressed with the way Lawrie handles the supplier relationship:
He/Romak was the first supplier to spend the time with us to
identify the right core hardware lines we needed in the store.
He went through aisle by aisle; category by category; and
page by page of the catalogue.
Lawrie really helped us out when we started because the business was a mess when we took it over. I could only buy one or
two of each product just to represent the range and re-establish the categories.
The relationship flows through to today. We are working closely with Lawrie to develop a bulk offering in some categories
instead of carded (like the corporate stores). He is researching
and developing the requirements for us to merchandise a
number of different products to better serve our customers
and increase our margin.
Lawrie just seems to always find a way to make things happen!
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Of course, it is not all one-way traffic, and, in the best HBT
tradition, while Lawrie has benefitted HBT, HBT has also been
of benefit to Romak.
It’s been a good area for Romak to grow. When I first started,
we had about 1500 product lines, and now we have over
5000. We went up to about 7000, but we have reduced it now.
A lot of that has to do with our connection with HBT.
One of the recent highlights of Romak’s product expansion
has been its letterboxes and signs, which were requested by
HBT. As Chris says, Lawrie just has a talent when it comes to
making things happen.
With the letterboxes, I was very lucky because we are very
close to Sandleford. We actually manufactured some of their
products. So that was our connection. When I was approached
by HBT about letterboxes, I did initially go offshore to find
some, but it was too difficult. So I approached a Sandelford.
And now it is working quite well.
When an order comes through from a customer, we just place
an order with Sandelford and it is here the next day. It was initially slow but picking up now. Since the conference with had
pretty good success with it.

The future
Lawrie’s long experience in the industry has left him a little
philosophical when it comes to its future.
I’ve seen lots of changes in the industry, some good and some
not so good. But that’s life and that’s the industry. I think it’s in
a good place at the moment.
I had a close look at the Masters thing, we all know what happened there. I just couldn’t believe that they went ahead to be
honest. And we never really had a connection with them. We
made an executive decision not to go down that path.
I can’t see many other major changes. Bunnings will continue
to keep growing obviously. With Mitre 10/IHG, I’m not really
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“It’s been a good
area for Romak
to grow. When I
first started, we
had about 1500
product lines,
and now we
have over 5000.”
-Lawrie Peck

sure where that’s going to go. There’s a lot of uncertainty there.

Lawrie does think that independent retailers do need to
pursue a strategy of specialisation.
Tim Starkey hit the nail right on the head, when Woollies
announced they were going down the track of hardware in relation to Masters, and there was that scare campaign and HBT
members were worried, and that sort of thing. One of Tim’s
discussions he had at a conference was, he says we’ve got all
this happening as well is Bunnings, you’ve got to get your little
niche and be different. He was onto that and kept pushing it.
That’s one thing I remember.
A lot of the little hardware stores that we see today do have
their little niche in the market. They cater for their local area.
For example at Chris [Moorfoot]’s store, how many hardware
stores do you see have toboggans? He was the first one to do
it. Which is great.
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Lawrie is particularly a fan of longer term strategic planning for investment.
A lot of forward thinking is required. Dave from Cooma is a
good example. He is expanding, he is building a huge business up there. He’s got a new shed, H Hardware branded.
A few years ago, he bought a roof truss plant to go with his
business. So that’s all forward thinking.
So he’s got the main hardware store with all this timber and his
hardware, then he’s got the truss plant on top of that, he’s actually built it himself. He poured all the concrete slabs for it. He
showed me photographs at the conference. It’s a huge place.
So he is offering a huge service. His main market is farms, rural. He would also be supplying a lot of stuff to the snow areas
too, Jindabyne and places like that.
Things are also looking good for Lawrie himself.
For Lawrie personally, the future is looking especially
bright, because he gets to do the things that he is most keen
on.
I’m on the road a lot, I try to get out a fair bit. I love doing that,
making good connections. Need to do the face-to-face but I
don’t get out as much as I’d like to.
For Lawrie, the business always comes back to relationships, and to establishing real trust.
I think back about the early days of HBT, and I have so many
friends there. So it’s been a wonderful experience for me. Taking myself out of Romak Hardware, just meeting these people
like Mitch Cameron, and Ian and Graham Stafford, Margaret
Manwaring, Jeff Cornford. Up in Byron Bay you’ve got Mike
Ahern, and his son Matty, they are just lovely people. And I
have found that throughout the whole group. There’s Dave
Kent, he’s a character.
Then there is Lawrie Peck, in with that group. A bit of a
character too, and just about the very definition of a solid
bloke you can rely on.
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“I think back
about the early
days of HBT, and
I have so many
friends there.
So it’s been a
wonderful experience for me.
Taking myself
out of Romak
Hardware, just
meeting these
people like Mitch
Cameron, and
Ian and Graham
Stafford, Margaret Manwaring,
Jeff Cornford.
Up in Byron Bay
you’ve got Mike
Ahern, and his
son Matty, they
are just lovely
people.”
-Lawrie Peck

usa update
A campaign for DIY
projects on Instagram
in this
update:
•start
Lowe’s
has creattext
ed a new social
media campaign
using Instagram
Stories
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• Home Depot has
teamed up with
Google to offer
voice ordering

• Lowe’s is enhancing its customer
service by creating longer shifts
for its store staff

Lowe’s has launched
an Instagram Stories
campaign showing
DIYers how to redecorate a vertical
room through a
mobile-friendly, fullscreen video. The retailer recently unveiled
the first “story” of the
campaign, which includes 64 microvideos
that total a combined
35 seconds.
Lowe’s partnered
with the ad agency
BBDO New York to create the Instagram campaign. The campaign
was born out of the
annual Facebook Creative Hackathon, and
is designed to take an
engaging, light-hearted
approach to project
videos, while showing
how consumers can
quickly change a small

has just seen.
“This campaign highlights the creative potential that Instagram
Stories can hold for
brands,” said Kay Hsu,
Global Instagram Lead
at Facebook Creative
Shop.
Lowe’s cleverly
leverages the full
screen vertical format
to demonstrate how
narrow spaces can be
easily transformed
with a smart hack. The
brand shows a deep understanding of Instaspace into a more func- teams decided to
gram Stories and how
tional area. Derrick
upload multiple still
audiences interact with
Wood, vice president of frames as microvideo
the format — automatbrand, content and ad- clips to do the skipping ically skipping ahead
vertising at Lowe’s told for them. Mr Wood
before the viewer even
Retail TouchPoints:
explains:
had a chance to do it
There is great
These clips are short, themselves. The result?
opportunity to get
and each will immedi- Lowe’s transforms borcreative when reaching ately skip to the next,
ing, tight spaces into
DIYers about projects. creating a flip book
beautiful rooms that
This campaign taps
effect of the room
are Instagram-worthy.
the narrow spaces of
being transformed.
https://goo.gl/
Instagram Stories as
The simplicity of each UGEXuY
a platform to show
project is matched by
transformations in mi- a quick swipe to more
cro spaces — using the detailed instructions
exact ratios of Instaand to easily purchase
gram Stories to flip an the supplies needed to
alcove to a kid’s nook, a complete it.
pantry to a coffee bar,
On the final frame of
and a closet to a bike
the stories, there are
storage.
prompts for users to
When filming the
swipe up, which directs
microvideos, Lowe’s
them to a mobile-opticonsidered that many mised experience with
Instagram users are
how-to instructions
prone to skipping
and all the items from
through stories. The
the project the user
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usa
update
Home Depot gets into voice shopping
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Home Depot said it
would start selling its
products online by
means of voice commands customers give
to Google Home devices and via the Google
Express website and
mobile app.
By adding Google
Assistant to the mix,
customers will be able
to shop via voice on

and home improvement category.
Despite its success,
the big box home
improvement retailer
cannot fall behind in
a growing tool people
are using to shop.
According to an eMarketer report earlier this
year, some 35.6 million
Americans will use
Google Home devices, and chief marketing
excited to take our
internet-connected
or the Google Express officer Kevin Hofmann relationship to the next devices to carry out
website or app.
said:
level with the Google
a voice-direct task at
The new option
We’re focused on
Assistant and Google
least once a month this
expands Home Depot’s delivering conveExpress.
year, more than double
omnichannel strategy, nience and value as we
The move also takes the number in 2016.
which currently encontinue to invest in
direct aim at Amhttps://goo.gl/F8g1sm
compasses 2,282 store
best-in-class intercon- azon and its Alexa
https://goo.gl/kjZCfH
locations and a digital nected experiences for voice-controlled device
endless aisle available our customers. Google — especially as the
online and through
has been a key strateonline giant continues
mobile devices. The re- gic partner for us over to steal more wallet
tailer’s online president many years, and we’re share from the tools

Lowe’s longer shifts for workers
Lowe’s is increasing hours for store
workers to improve
customer service. This
follows the US home
improvement retailer’s
second quarter sales
and profits results that
were below what Wall
Street was expecting.
CEO Robert Niblock
said in a statement:
While our results
were below our expectations in the first half
of this year, the team
remains focused on
making the necessary
investments to improve
the customer experience. This includes
amplifying our consumer messaging and
incremental customer-facing hours in our

stores.
That probably means
sacrificing some profit.
For a chain like
Lowe’s, store workers are a key tool for
making the case a
shopper should buy
there rather than on
Amazon.com. Advice
for a big project is not
what Amazon can
offer, but it is a major
selling point for the
likes of Home Depot
and Lowe’s.
Spending on home
improvements in the
US is also set to continue for a while, meaning
Lowe’s needs to take
fuller advantage of this
tailwind.
Lowe’s hopes to ride
the wave of stronger

shopper traffic with
the investment in
store-level workers –
with a primary focus
on weekends and peak
traffic times during
weekdays, the company said. Mr Niblock
said in a call with
analysts:

We’ve said all along
that productivity is
not just about cutting costs. It’s about
investing in areas that
matter most to the
customer.
Lowe’s has also restructured other parts
of the company, includ-
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ing layoffs of over 120
corporate tech workers
recently.
https://goo.gl/XcrwGu
https://goo.gl/6N8Q2A

europe update
Restructure impacts on
Kingfisher’s profits
in this
update:
•start
The text
ONE Kingfisher strategy
directly affected
Kingfisher’s
profits in H1
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• Bunnings
United Kingdom
& Ireland is
transforming the
Homebase website; stops home
delivery service
• Grafton Group
sees a soft UK
market until end
of 2017

• French DIY online
retailer pursues
growth potential
in the UK

UK home improvement group Kingfisher – owner of B&Q,
Screwfix in the UK and
France’s Castorama –
made pre-tax profit
of GBP402 million in
the six months ended
July 31, compared with
GBP427 million a year
earlier. This represents
a fall of 5.9%.
Total group sales rose
4.5% to GBP6.01 billion,
but like-for-like sales
declined 1.3%.
The retailer saw solid
growth at its Screwfix brand and also in
Poland, but this was
offset by a 5% fall in
sales in France.
Kingfisher is also
investing in digital,
with B&Q at 4% online
sales, up 17% this year.
A mobile platform is
launching soon at B&Q.

The company said it
remained comfortable
with full-year earnings
per share expectations
but chief executive
Véronique Laury is
“cautious on the second half backdrop in
the UK and France.”
A recent survey by
UBS analysts suggested such caution might
be warranted:
Intention to spend on
DIY remains weak in
the UK and (surprisingly) in France … In
France, Leroy Merlin is
continuing to outperform Kingfisher, with
Castorama scoring
particularly poorly.
The company is working its way through a
five-year plan, which it
began 18 months ago.
This includes streamlining the products

it offers across its
outlets. This has meant
offering products it
planned to phase out
at discounted prices.
Kingfisher’s revamp
has also included
widespread changes
to its IT system as well
as closing some B&Q
stores.
Kingfisher said it will
deliver a GBP500m
“sustainable” annual
profit uplift by the end
of 2021, which will cost
GBP800m, but that
until it has finished
streamlining the business, it will not be able
to expand by much.
Analysts at Barclays
have suggested “the
turnaround plan
will take longer, will
provide substantial
disruption to company
operation in the next
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several years and will
eventually provide a
smaller benefit than is
currently expected.”
Some analysts have
also suggested the
company may work
better broken up.
Screwfix is growing
faster than the rest
and France’s Castorama is underperforming.
But Ms Laury said
this was “not something we would consider at all”. She added:
The power of the
group is to be together.
https://goo.gl/X7GJJN
https://goo.gl/Qjhyqt
https://goo.gl/jSRjLe

europe
update
BUKI revamps Homebase website, store update
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The home delivery
service at Homebase
stores has been suspended while Bunnings United Kingdom
& Ireland (BUKI)
completes its separation from previous
owner Home Retail
Group and moves to a
new web platform. A
Bunnings spokeswoman said:
This is temporary
and part of the website
re-platform, to make it
easier for customers to
browse our great ranges, advice and ideas.
Bunnings said Homebase’s home delivery
service would return
soon after a transitional period is complete.
It marks another
stage of the retailer’s

journey to transition from Homebase
to Bunnings. BUKI
continues to convert
a string of Homebase
stores and plans to
have between 15 and 20
Bunnings Warehouse
stores fully operational
by the end of this year.

Broadstairs and
Chichester stores
BUKI also officially opened its latest
warehouse store at
Westwood Gateway Retail Park in Broadstairs,
Kent. It measures
67,000 square feet and
the second Bunnings
store in Kent, following
the Folkestone store in
July. Broadstairs’ complex manager, Simon

Woodhall, said:
It is great to finally
open our doors. All our
team members have
worked really hard to
get the store ready for
opening and have undertaken many hours
of training to make
sure we have the expertise to help customers

with home or garden
store, which will open
projects.”
later this year.
It has also been
https://goo.gl/DyrDhE
announced that the
https://goo.gl/Ycm1bx
Homebase store on
https://goo.gl/csyLe8
Discovery Park, Barnfield Drive, Chichester
will close in November,
as work commences on
its conversion to a new
Bunnings Warehouse

Uncertainty in UK market, says Grafton

Grafton Group has
reported a 9% rise in
revenue for the six
months to the end
of June as its pre-tax
profits rose by 16%.
The building supply company, which
includes brands like
Heiton Buckley and
DIY chain Woodies,
made a profit before
tax of GBP75.4 million in the six month

residential RMI (repair,
maintenance & improvement) market is
expected to be broadly
flat with continuing
competitive pricing
conditions.
However Grafton
Group chief executive
period, on the back of Gavin Slark said he
almost GBP1.34 billion expects construction
in revenue.
in both Ireland and
Looking ahead, Graf- the UK to grow. He
ton said that recent
believes fears of a
softer trends in the UK skills shortage, around
economy are likely to
Brexit and the slow
be sustained over the
pace of homebuilding
remainder of the year. in Ireland and the UK
The company stated:
would impact the conThe strength of
struction sector were
housing starts should premature. He told the
support house buildIrish Examiner:
ing activity while the
The underlying fun-

damentals in the UK
are relatively strong.
There are 60 million
people living there and
it is a mature economy.
The need for housing
isn’t going to go away
and the need for repairs and maintenance
isn’t going to go away.
You might see a few
speed bumps along the
way but we look at the
next three to five years
in the UK with a fair
degree of confidence.
Breaking down its
divisions, Grafton said
that revenues in its
merchanting division rose by 8.6% to
GBP1.221 billion while
adjusted operating
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profits were up 13.4%
to GBP74.6 million. The
division makes up 91%
of total group revenue.
Meanwhile revenues
at its retail division –
which makes up 6% of
group revenue – rose
by 15.5% to GBP84.4
million while operating profits increased
by 53% to GBP4.7
million. Grafton’s DIY
chain Woodies saw its
like-for-like revenue
increase by 6.6%.
https://goo.gl/fsXiKE
https://goo.gl/C4xVm3

europe
update
French DIY website looks to UK for growth
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Paris-based online
DIY marketplace,
ManoMano has raised
EUR60 million from
private equity investors to fuel expansion
across Europe, with
Britain one of the top
markets in its sights.
Its latest fundraising round was led by
General Atlantic, the
private equity and venture capital firm. Chris
Caulkin, a principal at
General Atlantic, said
ManoMano has an opportunity to capitalise
on the relatively low
take up of online sales
in DIY and gardening
in the UK. He told the
Financial Times:
DIY is one of the
last retail categories
to start transitioning
online. If you compare
it to categories like
clothes where maybe 20% of sales are
already through the

online channel, this
category is below 5%
in many countries.
There’s a very attractive medium-to-long
term growth opportunity in looking to shift
DIY online.
We believe the DIY
and gardening category today has low online
penetration despite the
advantages over traditional retail, including a wider product
offering and the ability
to search and filter
products and drill into
technical information.
This funding injection will be spent on a
marketing blitz across
all markets, as well as
increasing the product
range, and hiring more
business development
staff in the UK and
Germany. Christian
Raisson, cofounder of
ManoMano, said in a
statement:

In the UK, we will be
focusing on a number
of key issues, notably:
implementing new
logistics and delivery
services for consumers
and sellers, facilitating
cross-border trading
and European expansion for partners, as
well as redesigning
the website to allow
for easier navigation,
a simplified purchase
funnel and more efficient pre-sales advice.
In its 18 months of
operation in the UK,
the company has made
GBP9 million in sales.
ManoMano co-founder,
Philippe de Chanville
said:
In France, the web
represents roughly
3-5% of its sales; in the
UK, close to 8% of its
sales are on the web.
We are aiming to get
the biggest market
share online.

ManoMano also
hopes its Europe-wide
supplier network
will help it keep costs
down. Mr de Chanville
said:
Spain and Italy are
well-known for faucets,
bathtubs and showers;
electricals come from
France, power tools
from Germany and the
UK. Anything can be
shipped from anywhere
in 24-48 hours so we
don’t add cost by building huge warehouses.
Founded in 2013,
ManoMano sells DIY
tools, products and furniture from a network
of merchants, and is on
track for overall sales
of EUR280 million in
2017, up from EUR89
million last year. It operates in six countries
in Europe and Germany is its fastest-growing market.
The business said it
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has 1.9 million customers across Europe and
has 1.2 million products
listed on its platform.
The company also
plans to launch SuperMano, its DIY handyman service, in the
UK after trialling it in
France with over 1,800
handymen for the past
14 months.
https://goo.gl/9aohsx
https://goo.gl/7YbDdn
Related:
https://goo.gl/r2Gv3L
https://goo.
gl/4wu5oM

news
Telstra’s tech platform
for tradies
in this
update:
•start
The text
Master Builders Association
is working with
Telstra to develop
a technology
platform for
tradies
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Telstra is collaborating with the Master
Builders Association in
Queensland to develop
an enterprise technology platform that will
provide tradies with
simple interfaces to
manage jobs, order
parts, service customers, conduct safety
checks, and control
billing.
The companies claim
the platform will enable the digital transformation of small
businesses working in
building and construction, combining Telstra’s technology design
and delivery expertise
with Master Builders’
knowledge as an industry association.
Master Builders
Queensland CEO Grant
Galvin said it joined
Telstra’s tradie project six months ago,
after unsuccessfully
attempting to develop
a similar platform for
members two years
ago.
We actually tried to
develop something
similar to this for the
market, because we
identified that as an
industry, we are probably one of the slowest
if not the slowest to
adapt to new technology.
Our industry as

a whole is very
fractured; it has
mum-and-dad
operators right
across Queensland,
and technology is
the last thing on
their mind – but it’s
probably the one
thing that they need
the most.
The platform will
initially be focused
on plumbers and
electricians, with
Telstra’s executive
director of Global
Products Michelle
Bendschneider saying
it will support them in
managing their assets,
schedule, calendar,
and customer appointments, and tracking
their customers for
follow-up.
The platform will
launch at the end of
2017 for around 50 Master Builders members
on a limited release
basis, with a broader
launch for its 32,000
members across the
Australia towards the
end of the fiscal year.
Mr Galvin said:
As businesses, even
small ones, get more
complex, anything
that we can do to help
them with really simple
tools like the ability to
quote and invoice with
Xero or MYOB in the
background is going to

make them that slight
advantage on their
competitors. I think if
we can nail it for those
two key areas, which is
the electricians and the
plumbers, the principle
behind this and the
mechanism that drives
it is applicable to all
the trades.
Telstra will spend
three to four months
seeing how these
initial customers use
the platform, gaining
their feedback and
input before potentially scaling it up to other
business segments and
use cases such as integrating it with inventory management, Ms
Bendschneider said.
For now, Ms Bendschneider said the
platform looks likely
to cost around the subAUD100 mark, which
will include carriage
plans, a licence for the
app, and the actual de-
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vices, which would be a
tablet or smartphone.
Customers will not be
locked into a contract
for now, as Telstra feels
it is important to give
them the flexibility
they need to try out
the platform.
It will be sold both
through the Telstra
Applications Marketplace, and through
its channel network.
Importantly, Telstra
plans to have a “digital
presence” where the
customer can order
and download the software themselves, with
support then provided
by Telstra through its
partner channel.
https://goo.gl/LLh2FQ
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DIGiTAL
167,000

43,000

72,000

75,000

Digital is like the Ocean: it connects to everything.
What makes HI News unique is that we know what our readers like. We know,
because we analyse the downloads every week.
That’s also why we can guarantee our advertisers the sort of audience they
need. We can put an exact number on engagement.
And, because our costs are so much lower, so are our ad prices. As low as just
20% of equivalent print prices.
Come on in. The surf’s fine.

HNN. The home improvement industry digital experts.
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Contact Betty Tanddo
betty@hnn.bz or
0411 431 832

NEW PRODUCTS
Black + Decker has launched the GoPak System, a four
tool combo kit powered by the new 12V Max GoPak battery. Available as a four-tool combo kit, the system includes
a drill/driver, jigsaw, detail sander, pivot-head LED work
light and GoPak battery – the latter doubles as a power
source to charge mobile devices on-the-go via a USB port.
The drill/driver features an 11-position clutch to help
prevent stripping of screws and the jigsaw blade can be
changed without the need for another tool.
The slim, compact design of the GoPak battery makes it
easy to handle and take on-the-go. The integrated USB
port, with 2.4A output, quickly charges devices such as
phones and tablets, allowing users to charge devices when
there is no traditional power outlet in sight.
goo.gl/EGv9SB

Cabot’s has introduced its fastest deck
coating system ever – Finish in 1 Day –
to speed up deck prep.
As the name suggests, the Cabot’s Finish
in 1 Day system turns what is usually a sixweek process into a one-day job, thanks to
a series of new product developments.
Designed to enhance and protect the
natural look of exterior timber, Cabot’s
Aquadeck decking oil now has a new formula, cutting down the recoat time from
two hours to just one hour.
Cabot’s recommends teaming Cabot’s
Aquadeck with Cabot’s Deck Clean and
Cabot’s New Timber Prep, a new product
that allows deck owners to skip the four to
six weeks of weathering typically recommended for new timber

The new line of Festool Hybrid Sander
is available in three different models. The
ETSC 125 is a 5” random orbit sander, the
DTSC 400 is delta-shaped for sanding in
corners, while the RTSC 400 has a rectangular shape.
All of these sanders have the ability to be
used corded or cordlessly. Used cordlessly,
the sanders use a 18V 3.1Ah battery pack
and weigh 3.08 lbs (1.4kgs). At full power,
the battery runs for up to 30 minutes.
A brushless EC-TEC motor affords these
Festool Hybrid Sanders a no-load speed
range from 6,000 to 10,000 RPM.
Additionally, all of the models carry
Festool’s integrated dust extraction. This
sander also features a rubberised grip for
comfort and control, and a guard for protecting pad and surfaces from damage.
goo.gl/XCHAQH
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Worx has a new cordless 2-in-1 pruning
saw and 20V, 2.0 Ah chainsaw. Both saws
include an automatic chain tensioning
system and instant oil lubrication.
Not tethered by an extension cord, the
2-in-1 pole saw features a tool-less extension pole that provides a total reach of
10 ft. off the ground. The pole saw also is
useful for thinning out dense shrubbery.
The saw detaches from the extension
pole to independently cut tree limbs up
to 10 in. diameter for firewood, chipping,
landscape use or disposal.
The pole saw is powered by a compact,
20V Lithium 2.0 Ah battery, with a built-in
fuel gauge. As part of the Worx 20V Power
Share program, the battery also is interchangeable with all Worx 20V tools.
www.prweb.com/releases/2017/09/prweb14684567.htm

At ABSCO Industries, it is our mission to manufacture the best
outdoor storage and garden products available anywhere.
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ABSCO Industries
is a wholly owned
Australian company
manufacturing a
large range of steel
products including
garden sheds, large
outdoor structures
and garden beds.
From its manufacturing facility in Brisbane, ABSCO offers
an extensive range
of over 350 different
types of outdoor
products. ABSCO
Industries has been
the major supplier
of these products to
the hardware and
outdoor building
industries for over
40 years. The good
reputation that we
built up during those
years is now being
recognised throughout Australia and
rapidly expanding
overseas markets.

reduces the time and
effort required. ABSCO Sheds assemble
up to 80% faster than
its competitors.
Most components
are marked with part
numbers which are
also clearly identified throughout the
three dimensional
drawings displayed
in the assembly
instruction booklet.
SNAPTiTE reduces
screws by 75%! It
permanently locks
all perimeter channels to all roof and
wall sheets without
the need for tools
and fasteners. Most
other connection
points have been
fully pre-punched to
maximise the ease of
assembly.
ABSCO has an
ongoing dedication
to product development. Being small
and nimble allows
SNAPTiTE
ABSCO to design
Technology
products that are
ABSCO products
on trend and bring
feature the unique
them to market
patented SNAPTiTE quicker than a traditechnology. This rev- tional manufacturer.
olutionary assembly
system dramatically

For more information,
please visit our website at
www.abscosheds.com.au
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Klingspor’s new diamond wheels
Klingspor is pleased to announce the launch of its
new diamond products in Australia.

Klingspor is a German
based manufacturer of
abrasive products with
over 120 years’ experience.
The Klingspor range of
abrasives includes everything from abrasive belts
to cutting and grinding
discs, flap discs and a
complete range of other
abrasives and accessories.
In 2015, Klingspor invest-

ed in a new, state of the art
diamond wheel manufacturing plant in Europe.
The range and quality
Klingspor can now offer is
unrivalled in Australia. The
range includes;
• Segmented diamond
wheels from 100mm to
500mm in diameter
• Turbo rim diamond
wheels for general applications

• Continuous rim wheels
for tile cutting
• Cup grinding wheels for
surface grinding
• Core drills in a variety of
diameters
The diamond range
Klingspor is offering is
made from the highest
quality raw materials with
the finest manufacturing
processes. This is what
Klingspor have built their

reputation on for over a
century.
The product is well
presented in retail friendly
packaging and retail display stands are available
on request.
For more details, please
contact Klingspor: www.
klingspor.com.au

Klingspor’s proud history of product development
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1926

1950

1954

2003

After intensive research
KLINGSPOR succeeds in
developing a process for
the manufacture of waterproof abrasive paper, for
the first time in Europe.
This innovation was of
real significance for the
automobile industry as
wet grinding is an important procedure that
is made possible only
by means of waterproof
abrasive paper. This
KLINGSPOR innovation
improves the efficiency of
the automobile production worldwide.

For the first time, KLINGSPOR produces highspeed, fabric bonded
grinding discs. Due to
noticeably higher speeds,
this KLINGSPOR innovation leads to an enormous
increase in the productivity and profitability as well
as to an effective change
of the whole abrasive
cutting technology.

The KLINGSPOR abrasive mop is patented. The
idea is as simple, as it is
ingenious: Many abrasive
flaps are combined into
an abrasive mop wheel. It
adapts perfectly to each
workpiece and, thus, is
ideal for fine, flexible
surface grinding. This
KLINGSPOR innovation
enhances the possibilities
of application technology
for grinding in many
ways.

The CMT abrasive mop
disc with rapid action system as well as the WSM
abrasive mop wheel with
80 m/s approval provide
for further growth. Both
innovations are suitable
for use on standard angle
grinders. With rapid
tool change in seconds
and no tightening tool
required, the CMT is the
perfect solution for high
ease of use and significantly reduced set-up
times!
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Imex Lasers

Imex looks after its retailers as well
as it looks after its end users
The Australian-owned
Imex Lasers is not only
about making great laser
levels and measuring tools,
it’s also about supporting
the retailers who stock its
products. It aims to assist
retailers to maximise sales
growth in this category by
providing a truly complete
range of display options.
This is backed up with a
high level of service and
end user support, making
sure both retailers and end
users are happy with its
comprehensive range of
products.
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In short, through offering long warranties (two
years and five years), a
staff training program and
exceptional after-sales
service, Imex brings a
holistic approach to what
has traditionally been a
difficult, ad-hoc category
for stores. It helps retailers
offer an extensive product
offer, in what is now a fast
growing category.

Products

Great displays and great
service need to be backed
up by great tools. Imex
Store Displays
is constantly innovating
to make sure Australian
The display options pro- retailers and tradies have
vided by Imex will suit both access to the latest and
large and small stores.
best new technologies.
Imex measureMART point
Imex has a comprehenof sale options include a
sive range of line and
complete walk in, storedot lasers, rotating lasers,
within-a-store, down to
spirit and digital levels,
compact counter displays stud finders, laser distance
for smaller items.
measurers, testing tools
The display systems
and various tape meaare enhanced with video
sures, along with all accesscreens which can run
sories and options.
product videos to assist
The latest line and dot
store staff in helping their laser range from Imex
customers choose the
has some of the most
right tool for their tasks.
innovative laserEDGE
To ensure that both retail
features available, with the
staff and tradies are kept
new technology diodes
up to date with latest in
producing the brightest
the fast-moving world of
Class 11 beams in the
laser-based devices, Imex world and red and green
offers the tradieCONNECT beam versions across the
program. This links stores, whole range. Most models
retail staff and their end
are one-metre drop test
user customers with Imex winner in their respective
to help them find the
categories.
right tool through correct
Made for the harshest
advice.
of jobsites, they are also
Imex also has two wareoven test winners, with all
houses for prompt desbeams continuing to accupatch, as well as reprerately emit at high temsentatives covering all of
peratures. An expansive
Australia.
range with different line

Display options from Imex suit all store sizes

and dot variations, is tailor
made for every professional trade and they all have
pulse mode for outdoor
use for up to 55m with
optional detectors.
As well as the new line
and dot laser range there
are two new high accuracy
Bullseye laser distance
measurers; 30m and 80m
range models, which are
very competitively priced
and are loaded with innovative features. The 80m
model has a tilt function to
give angles and a 99 measurement recall, and both
models have superfast
measuring engine technology for faster and accurate
measuring.

The construction range
of rotating lasers continues
to become the class leader
and the 66,77,88,and 99
series are used on jobsites
throughout Australia and
Europe every day, with
great efficiency and reliability. With 5-year warranties and quality inclusions
like dual batteries and
heavy duty receivers the
Imex rotating laser range
is the choice of professionals.
All Imex lasers come with
Calibration Certificates
and are control checked
and pre-tested before
being sent out to retail
customers.

Contact Imex Lasers:
1800 669 110

www.imexlasers.com.au
info@imexlasers.com.au

accurate for life
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